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Lee bebé, diariamente
Also available in English as Read Baby, Every Day 
(9781936669349)

Written by a pediatrician, this soft, rhyming story from a baby’s 
point of view with dreamy watercolor illustrations celebrates the 
beloved, healthy ritual of parent-child reading. It also reinforces 
recent American Academy of Pediatrics recommendations to 
begin daily reading with children at birth, to promote bonding, 
language, attention, and other aspects of development. Lee Bebe, 
Diariamente promotes shared reading and togetherness and is 
perfect in every parent’s early library to inspire the next genera-
tion of readers.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
14 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5 
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR, 
BOARD BOOK, $7.99 (CAN $9.99) 
ISBN: 9781936669400 
RIGHTS: WORLD

BLUE MANATEE PRESS  SEPTEMBER

Calma bebé suavemente
Also available in English as Calm Baby Gently (9781936669288)

“Fills the void on a topic of great importance for new parents— 
newborn crying. This warm and soothing book provides helpful 
suggestions and comforting reassurance at a time when parents 
need it most. A must read!”  —Margaret Clark, senior director,  
 Every Child Succeeds, on the English-language edition

This simple sharing book unites child and parent by conveying 
important safe parenting and health practices in a gentle, rhyth-
mic way. Written by a pediatrician and child literacy expert, the 
soft, rhyming story aims to helps parents during the fussy, colicky 
stages. A perfect gift for new families, this book also reinforces 
the value of shared reading.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
14 PAGES, 5.5 X 5.5 
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
BOARD BOOK, $7.99 (CAN $9.99) 
ISBN: 9781936669394 
RIGHTS: WORLD

BLUE MANATEE PRESS  SEPTEMBER
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Love Baby Healthy series
Dr. John Hutton 
Illustrations by Leah Busch

• Co-op available 
• Author’s previous books sold more than 100,000 copies

Dr. John Hutton is a pediatrician, an author, and the owner of the award-winning blue manatee children’s bookstore in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
He is the author of Sherm the Germ; Sleep Baby, Safe and Snug; Sleepy Bee; Tito’s Inferno; Your Red Shoes; and the award-winning 
Baby Unplugged series and the founder of the blog Baby Unplugged, whose mission is to help keep children screen-free until age three 
and promote healthy, developmentally stimulating alternatives. Leah Busch is an artist and cocreator of the award-winning Toast to Baby 
series. She is also the illustrator of the bestselling Sleep Baby, Safe and Snug and Your Red Shoes. They both live in Cincinnati, Ohio.



Colores
A translation of Colours (9780723275275)

Big touch-and-feel patches on each page spread stimulate baby’s 
senses, and this sturdy board book is perfect for little hands to 
explore. The bold, bright illustrations teach basic colors, includ-
ing red, blue, green, yellow, and purple.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 7 X 7 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
BOARD BOOK, $10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259322 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  NOVEMBER
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Números
A translation of Numbers (9780723275251)

Bold and bright, this board book is perfect for little hands to 
explore. With touch-and-feel items on every page spread to help 
count the friendly animals, it stimulates baby’s senses as well as 
gently helps teach the numbers one through five.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 7 X 7 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
BOARD BOOK, $10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259346 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  NOVEMBER

Toca toca series
Baby Touch series
Illustrations by Fiona Land

• This series includes ¡A dormir!, Bedtime (9788498257618); El arco iris, Rainbow (9788498258493); En el parvulario, Nursery (9788498258257);  
  Mis primeras palabras, First Words (9788498258233); and Mis primeros números, First Numbers (9788498257625)

Fiona Land is a children’s book designer and illustrator. She is the author of El arco iris, ¡Cuac! ¡Cuac!, Juega con las formas, Libro 
mimos, ¡Piip! ¡Piip!, and ¡Uno! ¡Dos! ¡Tres!

Interior spread from Números Interior spread from Colores
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Cosas de casa
A translation of At Home (9780723286394)

Richard Dungworth 
Illustrations by Maria Maddocks

This sturdy, tabbed book is all about what a busy toddler does at 
home. It covers the fun of dressing up, playing outside, reading 
a story, and helping around the house. Young children will enjoy 
recognizing the familiar words and objects in the book as they lift 
the flaps and feel the interesting textures on every page. Cosas de 
casa is bright and colorful—a lovely book to share and discuss.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259247 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL   OCTOBER

Hoy salimos
A translation of Out and About (9780723286387)

All the places an on-the-go toddler might visit are featured in 
this sturdy, tabbed book. It includes going to the supermarket, 
traveling on a bus, going to the library, visiting a friend’s house, 
and going to the park. Young readers will recognize the familiar 
words and objects in the book as they lift the flaps and feel the 
interesting textures on the pages. This interactive book is perfect 
for parents or caretakers to share with children at the end of a 
busy day.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES PRE-K–K 
10 PAGES, 10.25 X 10.25 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259261 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL   OCTOBER

Toca toca series, continued
Baby Touch series
Richard Dungworth 
Illustrations by Maria Maddocks

Richard Dungworth is the author of more than 40 children’s book. He has also written original stories to support a wide range of 
licensed properties, including Doctor Who, Wallace and Gromit, Transformers, MI High, Captain Scarlet, and The Incredibles. Maria 
Maddocks is an illustrator who specializes in children’s books. Her work includes ¡A dormir!, En el parvulario, Mis primeras palabras, 
and Mis primeros números.
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Tina juega al escondite
A translation of Pookie Pop Plays Hide-and-Seek 
(9780857632159)

For her birthday, Tina Pookie Pop plays hide-and-seek with 
her friends. Pull tabs reveal her friends hidden behind everyday 
objects in this board book designed for tiny hands. The simple 
stories, questions, and characters found on every page encour-
age children to help Tina Pookie Pop spot her pals.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS,AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
8 PAGES, 6.25 X 6.25 
8 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
BOARD BOOK, $11.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259223 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Pequeño Buba busca a su elefante
A translation of Little Bubba Looks for His Elephant 
(9780857632142)

Little Bubba can’t find his toy elephant anywhere in the nursery. 
Pull tabs reveal Little Bubba’s friends in this board book designed 
for tiny hands. The simple stories, questions, and characters 
found on every page encourage children to find Little Bubba’s 
lost toy.

CHILDRENS: BOARD BOOKS, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
8 PAGES, 6.25 X 6.25 
8 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
BOARD BOOK, $11.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259209 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Interior spread from Tina juega al escondite

Pequeñas sorpresas series
Tiny Tabs series
Illustrations by Jannie Ho

Jannie Ho is an illustrator, a graphic designer, and an art director. She has worked for Nickelodeon, Scholastic, and Time Magazine for 
Kids, and her work has appeared in books and magazines and on toys, crafts, and digital media. She is the illustrator of The Haunted 
Ghoul Bus, Pop-Up and Play Farm, the First skills series, the Funny Faces series, and the Tiny Tabs series. She lives in Boston.
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Caperucita Roja
An adaptation of Little Red Riding Hood

A modern, concise vision of one of the most popular classic 
stories: “Little Red Riding Hood.” Five beautiful pop-up scenes 
portray the essence and magic of the traditional tale as if they 
were on a tiny stage.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 10.75 X 7.25 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $13.95 (CAN $16.95) 
ISBN: 9788498258837 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Los tres cerditos
An adaptation of The Three Little Pigs

A modern, concise vision of one of the most popular classic sto-
ries: “The Three Little Pigs.” Five beautiful pop-up scenes portray 
the essence and magic of the traditional tale as if they were on a 
tiny stage.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
10 PAGES, 11 X 7.25 
10 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $13.95 (CAN $16.95) 
ISBN: 9788498258851 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Also available from Meritxell Martí and Xavier Salomó:

10 ciudades y 1 sueño
9788498256895
$24.95 (CAN $27.95)

10 viajes y 1 sueño
9788498254891
$24.95 (CAN $27.95)

Minipops series
Meritxell Martí 
Illustrations by Xavier Salomó

Meritxell Martí is an artist, a composer, a musician, the award-winning author of more than 30 books for children and young adults, and 
an art and literature professor at Oberta University in Catalonia. She is the author of La isla de las 160 diferencias, Me llamo Mozart, 
Papel de diario, and Unos tigres diminutos como mosquitos. Xavier Salomó is an award-winning illustrator of children’s books, including 
the Los sonidos de . . . series. They previously collaborated on 10 ciudades y 1 sueño, 10 viajes y un sueño, and Una noche bestial.
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Mi libro de las formas
My Book of Shapes

K’s Kids Production

This soft fabric book introduces basic shapes while also stimu-
lating the senses of the youngest readers. Triangles, circles, and 
squares are presented in a simple manner in relation to familiar, 
real-life objects—for example, a smiling sun and the face of a 
clock both demonstrate a circle. In addition to offering various 
textures, this book has a sound element on the cover.

K’s Kids Production is an award-winning toy maker whose 
products serve as developmental tools for young children. The 
company has received 90 international awards for its work, and 
its books include Los amigos del pequeño Búho, ¡Cucú!, and 
¿Has visto a mi cachorro? In business for more than 15 years,  
the company is based in Hong Kong.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
8 PAGES, 4.75 X 4.75 
8 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR, 
FABRIC, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259360 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

La pequeña Amelia  
se hace mayor
Little Amelia Grows Up

Elisenda Roca 
Illustrations by Paula Bonet

Little Amelia takes us for a magical walk through her world, in 
which everything is very, very big. Or is it that she is very, very 
small? This tender story about the fascinating experience of 
growing up features delightful pop-ups.

Elisenda Roca is an award-winning Spanish radio and television 
journalist who has served as the doyenne of the Association 
of Journalists of Catalonia. She is the author of ¡Esto es mío!, 
¡Fuera pesadillas!, ¡Hola! ¡Gracias! ¡Adiós!, and ¡No somos los 
3 cerditos! Paula Bonet is an illustrator whose work appears in 
books, newspapers, and magazines and on posters and murals. 
She is the illustrator of Léeme and Qué hacer cuando en la pan-
talla aparece The End.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
14 PAGES, 10.75 X 10.75 
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $25.95 (CAN $30.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259094 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Interior spread from La pequeña Amelia se hace mayor Interior spread from Mi libro de las formas
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Mi casa
My House

Àngels Navarro 
Illustrations by Aina Cordoncillo

Young readers learn the names of common objects found around 
the house by lifting flaps to discover hidden items. The book in-
cludes stickers to place on pages to decorate various rooms of the 
house, including the kitchen, the kids’ room, the study, and more.

Àngels Navarro is a former psychologist and the author of a se-
ries of school notebooks and more than 60 children’s books. Her 
work focuses on brain teasers and logic puzzles in various for-
mats. She is the author of, among many other books, Animalario; 
Buenas noches; Letra a letra; Mira, mira; El tesoro de Barbazul; 
Vamos de fiesta; and the Cuando era . . . series. Aina Cordoncillo 
is a designer and illustrator specializing in children’s books. She is 
the illustrator of Helena y la amistad and El tiempo.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
34 PAGES, 9.5 X 12.25 
34 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259070 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  NOVEMBER

¿Jugamos a ser médicos?
Let’s Play Doctor?, a translation from the French of On joue  
au docteur?

Anne-Sophie Baumann 
Illustrations by Lucie Brunellière

Kids become doctors with this role-playing paper-dolls set. It 
contains more than 60 medical accessories for play time, includ-
ing an x-ray display, a first-aid kit, an eye chart, an exam table, 
a doctor’s bag, patient files, a prescription pad, and more. The 
pages teach aspiring doctors basic medical office terminology and 
give them a look inside the profession.

Anne-Sophie Baumann is a children’s author who previously 
worked as an editor in the scientific field and later in juvenile 
books. She is the author of My First Computer, The Ultimate 
Book of Vehicles, The Ultimate Construction Site Book, and 
Where Does It Come From? Lucie Brunellière is the illustrator of 
many children’s books. The two also collaborated on On joue à 
la maîtresse and On joue au vétérinaire.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
3 PAGES, 11.5 X 13.75 
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR, 
NOVELTY, $26.95 (CAN $31.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259384 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Interior spread from Mi Casa Interior from ¿Jugamos a ser médicos?
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La aventura del castillo
A translation of Playbook Castle (9780857633217)

Corina Fletcher 
Illustrations by Britta Teckentrup

Created by a highly acclaimed paper engineer, this robust and 
ingenious package includes a six–pop-up storybook, which then 
unfolds and transforms into a 3-D forest landscape play-mat. 
Cut-out cardboard dragons, horses, knights, and princesses are 
included, as is a pop-up banquet. It will provide hours of play 
before being stored safely away in its own carrying case.

Corina Fletcher is a designer specializing in pop-up books and 
paper engineering with 20 years of experience. She created the 
engineering for the pop-up version of Guess How Much I Love 
You. Britta Teckentrup has created more than 30 books. They 
have collaborated on La granja and El mundo de los piratas.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 12 PAGES, 8.5 X 8.5 
12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
NOVELTY, $24.95 (CAN $29.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259186 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Interior from La aventura del castillo

Vulèvulà
Olga Molina

A little girl looks all over for Catherine the ladybug, who cannot 
be found anywhere. She’s not on the bed or in a shoe, nor on a 
flower or under the couch. It’s winter, and there’s no way to find 
her. But spring finally arrives and Catherine appears in the gar-
den, waiting for the girl so they can set off on a new adventure.  

Olga Molina holds a degree in painting restoration and has 
worked for several years to restore murals. She has also partici-
pated in numerous solo and group exhibitions in Barcelona. She 
is the author and illustrator of Amarte.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K, 44 PAGES, 8.25 X 7 
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $4.95 (CAN $5.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595334 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  MARCH

Libros estera series
Mat Books series
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El Peludo
The Hairy One

Arianne Faber

The Hairy One, a modern-day monster, has long hair that is the 
blackest black you’ve ever seen. One night, he attempts to scare 
a young girl sleeping ever so calmly. Instead, once she sees him, 
she bursts into a fit of laughter as she realizes he’s not so scary 
after all. She begins to teach the monster how to properly give 
someone a scare. 

Arianne Faber worked for various graphic design studios after 
graduating from the Art Academy in the Netherlands. She was an 
art director at Galaxia Gutenberg before opening her own studio 
where she is now an illustrator known for her versatile approach. 
She is the author and illustrator of La fábrica de nubes, Pequeña 
Parka, and El viaje.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
28 PAGES, 5.75 X 6.5 
20 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $5.95 (CAN $6.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595600 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  FEBRUARY

El dragón
The Dragon, a translation from the French of El drac

Farideh Khalatbaree 
Illustrations by Ali Namvar

A kindhearted dragon lived with fish near the ocean. They played 
all day long and dreamed of playing at night while they slept. 
One day, a young boy came to the beach and asked to join them. 
The dragon opened his mouth and out poured flowers instead of 
flames. The dragon, the fish, and the boy became good friends but 
as the child grew older, he visited the beach less and less, eventu-
ally never to return. Much later on, the dragon spotted the boy 
down on the beach, fishing. The boy simply said that fish tasted 
good. Shocked and betrayed by such cruelty, the dragon left the 
beach to go to a place where children never grow up.

Farideh Khalatbaree is an esteemed Iranian author and editor of 
books for both adults and children, including Tú no me asustas. 
Ali Namvar is the illustrator of many children’s books, including 
the prize-winning work The Angel and the Moon.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
32 PAGES, 8.625 X 11.75 
15 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $7.95 (CAN $9.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595839 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  FEBRUARY
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El extraño libro de colorear
The Strange Coloring Book

Stygryt

“Drawing in books breaks the traditional rules and offer new 
perspectives. It proposes going beyond the usual task of coloring 
the figure bounded by line on the page, and invites the child’s 
imagination to take the reins and show their creative potential. 
The role of the book is to provoke, mark a pattern, suggest, and 
invite the child to take ownership of it.”   —Canal Lector

This truly is a strange book. For starters, it talks to the reader. 
What’s more, there are no colors until someone gives it color. 
Who is going to do this? The reader of course. What better way 
to do this besides with your fingers and hands? Full of tracing 
and marks, this story is far from a coloring book.

Stygryt has collaborated with magazines and has published many 
illustrated albums for children. He is a guitarist, a comics illustra-
tor, and a children’s book illustrator.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 48 PAGES, 6.75 X 7.5 
22 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS 
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $7.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595570 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  MARCH

¡Alehop!
Empieza el espectáculo
Hup!: Start the Show

Àngels Navarro 
Illustrations by Laura Prim

Welcome to the circus! This book introduces young readers to the 
fascinating world of magic and illusion through hands-on activi-
ties. Boys and girls can put on a circus performance at home, all 
while developing creativity and teamwork skills.

Àngels Navarro is a former psychologist and the author of a 
series of school notebooks and numerous children’s books. She 
is the author of, among many other books, Animalario; Buenas 
noches; Letra a letra; Mira, mira; El tesoro de Barbazul; Vamos 
de fiesta; and the Cuando era . . . series. Laura Prim is an illustra-
tor who has exhibited internationally. Her work was considered 
as a finalist for illustration and design at the RAIMA competition 
in Barcelona and at the Mucho Más Mayo Festival de Jóvenes 
Talentos in Cartagena, Spain.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 21 PAGES, 11.75 X 11.75 
21 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
CLOTH, $19.95 (CAN $23.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259148 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  NOVEMBER

Interior from ¡Alehop!
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Somos las tres mellizas
We Are the Three Twins

Mercé Company

Ana tells of her parents’ surprise upon 
finding out they were going to have three 
daughters: Ana and her twin sisters, Teresa 
and Elena. Ana shares anecdotes of grow-
ing up with her sisters and the day-to-day 
predicaments during their first year, ending 
with them blowing out each of their birth-
day candles.

Mercé Company is a journalist and a writ-
er for film, television, and books. She has 
written more than 190 books.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
24 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.25 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012183 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  DECEMBER

Las tres mellizas  
y Barba Azul
The Three Twins and Bluebeard

Mercé Company

Young readers will enjoy sliding windows, 
lift-the-flaps, and detailed illustrations 
through which they can look for three hid-
den mice in this fun-filled adventure. The 
Boring Witch tries to punish Ana, Elena, 
and Teresa by having the terrifying Blue-
beard scare the girls. But the Three Twins 
fear nothing, and the only thing they need 
to escape the story of “no return” is their 
inventiveness.

Mercé Company is a journalist and a writ-
er for film, television, and books. She has 
written more than 190 books.

CHILDRENS: FICTION 
AGES UP TO 3, GRADES UP TO PRE-K 
32 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5 
32 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012206 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  DECEMBER

Las memorias de la 
Bruja Aburrida
Boring Witch’s Memories

Enric Larreula

The Boring Witch is born at a bad time, 
when the position of the stars is unfa-
vorable. This slight condition determines 
the events of the first year of her life. For 
her birthday, however, she receives a very 
special gift.

Enric Larreula is the author of numerous 
books for children, young adults, and 
adults. He is a professor of language edu-
cation at the Universidad Autónoma.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
32 PAGES, 7.25 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012190 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  SEPTEMBER

Las Tres Mellizas series
The Three Twins series
Roser Capdevila

Roser Capdevila is a children’s book author and illustrator. 
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Pequeño peatón
Little Pedestrian

Patricia Geis

Learn to be a better pedestrian with Little Cat as he accompanies 
you on a safe walk around town. This book includes lift-the-flaps 
with hidden surprises, a traffic signal manual, a pop-up city, four 
interactive traffic lights, and 15 vehicle and pedestrian pieces.

Patricia Geis is a graphic designer, an illustrator, and the author 
of many children’s books, including ¡A comer sano!, ¡A lavarse 
los dientes!, ¡En marcha!, Pablo Picasso, numerous installments 
of the Buenos hábitos series, the Buenos modales series, the Mi 
ciudad series, and the Niños y niñas del mundo series.

CHILDRENS: NOVELTY, AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 12 PAGES, 10 X 10.75 
12 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR, 
NOVELTY, $22.95 (CAN $27.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259421 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL    NOVEMBER

Interior from Pequeño peatón

Teo y Luna
Teo and the Moon

Carmen Gil 
Illustrations by Jacobo Muñiz

Teo doesn’t like the night; it frightens him. When it gets dark, he 
begins to shake, and he imagines all kinds of terrifying creatures: 
a witch with a magic wand, a lime-green dragon, a dancing skel-
eton, and a flying vampire. But there is something at night that 
Teo does like: his friend Luna, the moon. He loves her so much 
that, upon seeing her cry one night because she has lost her veil 
of light, he doesn’t hesitate to embark on a journey through dark-
ness in search of the only thing that will make her happy again.

Carmen Gil Martínez is the author of more than 90 children’s 
books, including the award-winning La sonrisa de Daniela and 
Soy una bruja. Jacobo Muñiz is a children’s book illustrator. 

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 48 PAGES, 5.75 X 7.5 
48 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $7.95 (CAN $9.95) 
ISBN: 9788483433041 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  OCTOBER

Primeros lectores series
Beginning Readers series

Also available in the Primeros lectores series:

¡Esto es mío!
9788483432877
$7.95 (CAN $9.95)

Miedos y manías
9788483431566
$7.95 (CAN $8.95)

¡Fuera pesadillas!
9788483431672
$7.95 (CAN $8.95)
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Óscar y los gatos lunares
A translation of Oscar and the Mooncats (9780618563166)

Lynda Gene Rymond 
Illustrations by Nicoletta Ceccoli

“Ceccoli incorporates . . . collage elements . . . into elaborately 
worked digital starscapes that have a convincingly 3-D look.”   
 —Kirkus Reviews, on the English-language edition

“The appealing illustrations are in a league of their own . . . sure 
to draw children into an out-of-this world adventure.”   
 —Booklist, on the English-language edition

Oscar is a tabby cat that happily lives in his cozy home with a 
child and lots of toys. He loves to climb and jump on everything, 
and one day he jumps to the moon. There he finds mysterious 
lunar cats drinking milk out of the moon’s craters. But those who 
drink the milk of the moon learn they will never return to Earth.

Lynda Gene Rymond graduated from the California College of 
the Arts and has held numerous diverse jobs, all while making art 
and writing stories and poems. Nicolette Ceccoli has illustrated 
many books and has been the winner of numerous awards in 
Italy and the United States.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
32 PAGES, 9.75 X 10.5 
30 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $6.95 (CAN $7.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595686 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES   FEBRUARY

Cómo fracasé en la vida
How I Failed in Life, a translation from the French of Comment 
j’ai raté ma vie

Bertrand Santini 
Illustrations by Bertrand Gatignol

 “When I was younger, I lived in an enormous mansion in the 
heart of the magical forest. I was good looking, rich, intelligent, 
and had a lot of friends.” An ideal childhood? Sure, but in reality, 
the mansion was a shack in a miserable neighborhood; the forest  
was filled with fireplaces spewing nauseating fumes, and the child 
in question wasn’t more than a lonely, poor human being. But 
growing up, things changed: money, love, fatherhood, and social 
status. This is where his failure began. A comic that questions the 
true nature of success and failure, this book plays on the constant 
contradictions between the text and images. As the words idealize 
childhood, the pictures portray a sordid reality. Upon reaching 
adulthood, this is reversed and the alleged success is criticized. 
What is success? What is failure? This story shows that it’s not 
simply black and white.

Bertrand Santini is a screenwriter and film and TV director. He is 
also a children’s book author. Bertrand Gatignol holds a degree 
in graphic design. He has also worked in film and television as 
an illustrator and art director in various series. He also illustrates 
children’s comics.

CHILDRENS: GRAPHIC NOVELS, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
40 PAGES, 8.25 X 8.25 
20 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS 
CLOTH, $6.95 (CAN $7.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595501 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  SEPTEMBER
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82 ojos y un deseo
82 Eyes and One Wish

Eva Manzano 
Illustrations by Mónica Gutiérrez-Serna

The mountain sleeps until three characters approach her: a rab-
bit, a magpie, and a child. They ask if she will grant them a wish. 
The mountain only squints through 50 of her 82 eyes and says 
she does not grant wishes. The three feel defeated and turn to 
go back where they came from when the child asks, “Would you 
like to come eat lunch with me?,” which appear to be the magic 
words.

Eva Manzano is an artist whose work has been included in 
exhibits individually and collectively in various galleries and 
institutions since 1993. She is the author of Ayúdame a pensar 
and Recetas de lluvia y azúcar. Mónica Gutiérrez Serna holds a 
degree in fine arts from the University of Madrid and regularly 
collaborates with publishers of children’s literature.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 26 PAGES, 12 X 7.25 
14 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $6.95 (CAN $7.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595952 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  FEBRUARY

Yo soy la humanidad
Also available in English as I, Humanity (9781937548520)

Jeffrey Bennett

Written in the first person with the viewpoint of a narrator who 
represents the human race throughout history, Yo soy la humani-
dad tells the story of what we now know about the universe and 
how we learned it. It begins with the ancient view of a small, 
flat Earth, and page-by-page shows how we’ve gradually learned 
about our planet, its orbit, and its place in the vast universe. The 
book is designed to work on three different levels: education, 
perspective, and inspiration. The educational aspect comes in 
the factual content of the story, the perspective element involves 
enabling children learn to see themselves and our planet in a new 
light, and the inspirational component comes in helping children 
dream of how they can help make the world a better place.

Jeffrey Bennett is an astrophysicist and educator who proposed 
the idea for and helped develop the Voyage Scale Model Solar 
System—the first science-oriented exhibit approved for perma-
nent installation on the National Mall in Washington, DC. He 
is the lead author of bestselling college textbooks in astronomy, 
mathematics, statistics, and astrobiology, as well as the critically 
acclaimed books for the general public Beyond UFOs and Math 
for Life. He is also the author of children’s books, including those 
in the Science Adventures with Max the Dog series and El mago 
que salvó el mundo. He lives in Boulder, Colorado.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 32 PAGES, 11 X 9 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $15.00 (CAN $18.00) 
ISBN: 9781937548568 
RIGHTS: WORLD

BIG KID SCIENCE  MARCH
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¡Llega el Sr. Flat!
Mr. Flat Is Here!

Hi! I’m Agus Pianola. You don’t know it, but sooner or later we 
are going to be friends. Not long ago I was a pretty normal kid; 
I went to school, I “lost” my homework, I made custom pizzas. 
But everything changed the day I met Mr. Flat. Ah, of course, 
you don’t know who Mr. Flat is yet. All I’ll tell you is that he’s a 
monster, and ever since he set up shop in my room, the world is 
not only more fun, but also a better place. Better—but with a ton 
of mess!

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 136 PAGES, 6 X 8.5 
136 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259117 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

¡Salvemos el Nautilus!
Save the Nautilus!

If we haven’t met yet, I must warn you: I live in a room full of 
monsters. Where did they come from? Well, the book of mon-
sters, where they used to live until the evil Dr. Brot kicked them 
out. Now they’re here, but the worst part is that Dr. Brot and 
his assistant Nap have also come. Their first item of business is 
to bring down the restaurant Nautilus. Luckily Cheff Roll, the 
kitchen monster, is helping us devise a plan so that Dr. Brot can’t 
get away with this. Adventure and trouble are guaranteed!

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 152 PAGES, 6 X 8.5 
152 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9788498259162 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Interior spread from  
¡Llega el Sr. Flat!

Agus y los monstruos series
Agus and the Monsters series
Jaume Copons 
Illustrations by Liliana Fortuny

Jaume Copons is a former instructor of language and literature, a screenwriter who has worked on Los Lunnis and Sesame Street, and 
the author of the children’s book Un tesoro en el patio. As part of the collective Bono Bidari, he has published La Compañía de Balta y 
el Reino de Caucas and Yo, Elvis Riboldi. Liliana Fortuny is an illustrator and an animator. The two previously collaborated on the El 
libro de . . . series.
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¿En qué mundo vives?  
Libromural
La historia del mundo desde  
el big bang hasta hoy
A translation of The What on Earth? Wallbook: From the Big 
Bang to the Present Day (9780956593603)

Christopher Lloyd 
Illustrations by Andy Forshaw

Read it as a book, or hang it on the wall! This exciting journey 
through history contains more than 1,000 illustrations that 
depict millions of years of evolution, the rise and fall of civili-
zations, and 100 of the most important battles on one side of 
this fold-out wall chart. The other side includes the story of the 
planet, life, and people from the Big Bang to today

Christopher Lloyd is an award-winning journalist who has 
worked for the Sunday Times as the innovation editor, technol-
ogy correspondent, and internet editor. He cofounded and is 
director of LineOne, a joint-venture internet service business, and 
established News Network, a new internet publishing division. 
He is currently a regular columnist for Resurgence Magazine on 
a range of environmental, political, and lifestyle topics. He is the 
author of The Magna Carta Chronicle, What on Earth Evolved?, 
What on Earth Happened?, and a series of children-friendly wall, 
poster, sticker, and quiz books. Andy Forshaw is the illustrator of 
the What on Earth? books.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 16 PAGES, 12 X 16.5 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $28.95 (CAN $34.95) 
ISBN: 9788494268915 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO  MARCH

Pulseras con gomas elásticas
Elastic-Band Bracelets, a translation from  
the French of Bijoux en elastiques

Delphine Glachant

Crafty kids learn to create colorful elastic-band jewelry with 
this fun guide to making not just bracelets, but also rings and 
armbands. All the projects in this book demonstrate how to hook 
and connect the colored bands, with clear instructions and imag-
es to ensure success for every step of the process. Discover ways 
to personalize projects for yourself or others, then share or trade 
handmade items with your friends.

Delphine Glachant is an artist, an illustrator, and a crafter who 
has written numerous arts and crafts guides, including Creaciones 
para todo el año.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 48 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.75 
48 COLOR PHOTOS 
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012398 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  JANUARY
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Un submarino de aire  
y otros experimentos
Electricidad y magnetismo, aire, densidad  
de los cuerpos, fuerzas y presiones, calor
An Air Submarine and Other Experiments: Electricity and  
Magnetism, Air, Object Density, Force and Pressure, Heat

Jordi Mazón 
Illustrations by Raquel Gu

Experimenting is the foundation of science, essential for coming 
to understand why and how things happen. The activities in this 
book introduce young, curious minds to the world of scientific 
experimentation in various fields. Each activity is structured in a 
similar manner that addresses four questions: What do we want 
to prove? What materials do we need? How do we do it? and 
Why and what has occurred? The 28 experiments use basic mate-
rials that are easy to find.

Jordi Mazón is a professor and researcher in the applied physics 
department at the Polytechnic University of Catalonia. He is the 
author of a dozen books, including 100 preguntas de física: ¿Por 
qué vuelan los aviones de papel, y por qué vuelan los de verdad? 
and Conocer las nubes. Raquel Gu is a cartoonist, an illustrator, 
and a translator. She is the author and illustrator of Pequeños 
Granujas and Tengo diabetes, ¿te lo cuento? and the illustrator of 
Mati y sus mateaventuras.

CHILDRENS: ACTIVITY, AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4, 60 PAGES, 8.625 X 8.5 
145 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS 
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012305 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  JANUARY

Estos días azules . . .
These Blue Days

Antonio Ventura 
Illustrations by Federico Delicado

Young Pablo plays with a wooden truck that had belonged to 
his grandfather, and he wants to know the story behind it. The 
grandfather tells how his family was forced to flee to the border 
and harassed by planes—then tells of the saved sack of toys that 
Pablo now plays with. Beautifully illustrated, this heartfelt tale 
about the relationship between a boy and his grandfather gently 
reflects on the effects of war.

Antonio Ventura founded the magazine Literatura Infantil 
Babar, and is a children’s book writer and editor. Federico 
Delicado is an artist who has participated in many painting and 
sculpture exhibitions. He now dedicates his time to illustrating 
children’s books.

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
32 PAGES, 8.5 X 11.25 
16 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS, FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK, $6.95 (CAN $7.95) 
ISBN: 9788492595198 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

THULE EDICIONES  SEPTEMBER

¡ Experimenta ! series
Experiment! series
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Sandy y la guerra de los sueños
A translation of The Sandman and the War of Dreams 
(9781442430549)

William Joyce

• English-language editions of the Guardians books sold more than  
  50,000 copies

Katherine has disappeared! A mysterious force, Mother Nature, 
has taken her and Pitch in a whirlwind of lightning and hail. 
Pitch’s wickedness and cleverness has no bounds, and now he 
has another ally in his battle to turn Santoff Claussen’s life into 
a terrifying nightmare. Luckily, from a dune-covered, star-shaped 
island comes Sanderson Mansnoozie. Small and quiet, Sandy 
has the experience and strength the Guardians need. Find out if 
his extraordinary calm and ability to fulfill wishes are enough to 
stop Pitch and Mother Nature before Katherine becomes trapped 
forever in the world of nightmares.

William Joyce is an author, a filmmaker, and an illustrator whose 
work has garnered critical and commercial praise across a range 
of children’s media. He is the author of the picture books Dino-
saur Bob and His Adventures with the Family Lazardo, The Leaf 
Men, and Santa Calls; the Guardians series; and the Guardians 
of Childhood series. He has won three Emmy Awards for his 
animated series Rolie Polie Olie, and the animated short film 
The Fantastic Flying Books of Mr. Morris Lessmore, which he 
codirected, won an Oscar for Best Animated Short Film. Joyce’s 
illustrations have also appeared numerous times on the cover 
of the New Yorker, and his paintings are on exhibit at museums 
and art galleries across the United States. He lives in Shreveport, 
Louisiana.

CHILDRENS: FICTION, AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7, 240 PAGES, 5.75 X 8 
10 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS 
CLOTH, $14.95 (CAN $17.95) 
ISBN: 9788483433089 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  OCTOBER

Also available from William Joyce:

Conejo de Pascua y su ejército 
en el centro de la Tierra
9788483432433
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)

Hada Reina de los Dientes
9788483432594
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)

Nicolás San Norte y la batalla 
contra el Rey de las Pesadillas
9788483432426
$14.95 (CAN $16.95)

Hombre de la Luna
9788498258219
$17.95 (CAN $19.95)

Los Guardianes series
The Guardians series
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No es invisible
No es invisible

Marcus Sedgwick

When Laureth Peak, daughter of the famous bestselling writer 
Jack Peak, decides to travel to New York with her younger broth-
er, she is not aware of the labyrinth of suspicion and uncertainty 
that awaits them in the Big Apple. Their father has disappeared, 
and the only clue the kids have to find him is a puzzling note-
book of his. Laureth is blind and used to overcoming daily obsta-
cles, but on this occasion she needs to sharpen her wit even more 
and believe in herself more than ever.

Marcus Sedgwick is an award-winning author whose books have 
been short-listed more than 30 times, including for the Carne-
gie Medal five times, the Edgar Allan Poe Award twice, and the 
Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize five times. He has also received 
the Printz Award, the Booktrust Teenage Prize, the Blue Peter 
Book Award, and a Printz Honor. He was a writer in residence 
at Bath Spa and has taught creative writing at Arvon and Ty 
Newydd. He is the author of The Dark Flight Down, The Ghosts 
of Heaven, A Love Like Blood, Midwinterblood, and Revolver.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
280 PAGES, 6 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95) 
ISBN: 9788483433096 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  NOVEMBER

EXIT series

Black Soul
Núria Pradas

Laura Castillo is a strange girl. She’s bored in and outside of 
class, and she thinks she’s ugly and . . . “brown.” Black Soul is 
a green-eyed, jet-black-haired beauty. Determined and sure of 
herself, she is one of the stars of Teen World, the virtual world 
thousands of teenagers immerse themselves in to avoid reality. 
But the atmosphere of Teen World has become tense; a group of 
rebel avatars, led by the vain Klar Pink, is sabotaging the game. 
Laura and Black discover that, despite appearances, they have 
much in common.

Núria Pradas is a former teacher, a playwright, and an award- 
winning author of dozens of novels for children and young 
adults, including Heka, Koknom, El misterio de la calle de las 
Glicinas, and Raidho.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT, AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP  
160 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9788483433065 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  NOVEMBER

Grandes Lectores series
Teen Readers: Great Journeys series

Also available in the Grandes lectores series:

Mi vida en el paraíso
9788483432440
$9.95 (CAN $10.95)

Viajeros intrépidos
9788483432495
$9.95 (CAN $10.95)

Sentir los colores
9788483431580
$9.95 (CAN $10.95)
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Carlomagno
El padre de Europa
Charlemagne: The Father of Europe

Lluís Prats

Charlemagne, also known as Charles the 
Great, was king of the Franks and emperor 
of the West. Since the beginning of his 
reign in 768, he sought to unite Western 
Europe by expanding the Frankish state 
into what became the Carolingian Empire. 
This biography explains how, thanks to his 
spirit of leadership, his policy of protect-
ing the papacy, and his support of Latin 
culture and arts, Charlemagne contributed 
greatly to the establishment of the foun-
dation of future European identity, thus 
invoking the nickname “the Father  
of Europe.”

Lluís Prats is a professor, a writer, and a 
television producer. He is the author of 
several travel guides and the young adult 
novels El laboratorio secreto, El libro azul, 
La pequeña coral de la señorita Collignon, 
and Shackleton.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION 
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
160 PAGES, 8.25 X 5.75 
15 COLOR PHOTOS 
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788421854471 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

COMBEL EDITORIAL  OCTOBER

Ni princesa ni zorrita
Nini: Inteligencia amorosa para 
adolescentes
Neither Princess Nor Bad Girl:  
Nini: Loving Intelligence for Teens

Blanca Mercado

Inspired by her experiences with her own 
daughter, author Blanca Mercado offers 
this interactive novel for even the most 
skeptical adolescents. She understands that 
young people need encouragement to take 
risks and fight for their dreams without 
sacrificing their personal values. More than 
just a fun novel, the book is also a guide 
with activities in the final chapters that 
invite readers to join Nini.

Blanca Mercado is a therapist, a writer, 
a radio show host, and the creator of the 
Contraterapia system in Mexico. She is the 
author of Adolescentes: Transformando tu 
relación con ellos en 12 pasos and Doce 
pasos para ser feliz: Dejando de ser víctima 
de las circunstancias para despertar a tu 
poder personal.

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT 
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
128 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $11.95 (CAN $13.95) 
ISBN: 9786079346591 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  FEBRUARY

Biografía joven series
Young Biography series

Kalimán en Jericó
Pelaos de las calles, héroes  
de Medellín
Kaliman in Jericho: The Poor of the 
Streets, Heroes of Medellin

Àngel Burgas

I arrived in Medellin looking for Adrian, 
and I met Nahum, Hernan Dario, Jona-
than, Victor Manuel, Fernando, Juan Este-
ban, Ruben Dario, Wilinton, Douglas, Jose 
Daniel, Angel Antonio, Julio, and Fabio. In 
Barecelona, I’m Santiago, but here at the 
Jericho Lighthouse Foundation, I’m Kali-
man, the hero who listens to true stories 
of wounded, mistreated young men who 
had been banished from the good life. You 
can’t erase the past, and picking yourself 
up is no easy feat. But the men at Faro are 
also Kalimans; they have left the streets, 
the drugs, and the scraping by behind to 
begin to look forward to a future of hope.

Àngel Burgas works on the editorial staff 
of Feristol, a literary journal about chil-
dren’s and young adult books. He is the 
author of numerous adult and children’s 
books, including Pequeñas historias  
del globo.

CHILDRENS: NONFICTION 
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP  
144 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.25 
5 COLOR PHOTOS 
TRADE PAPER, $10.95 (CAN $12.95) 
ISBN: 9788483433102 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

BAMBÚ  OCTOBER

Bambú Vivencias series
Bambú Experiences series



El libro  
del mal tiempo
Un montón de cosas que  
hacer al aire libre con lluvia, 
viento y nieve
A translation of The Wild Weather Book: 
Loads of Things to Do Outdoors in Rain, 
Wind and Snow (9780711232556)

Fiona Danks and Jo Schofield

When it’s wet, windy, or cold, there’s no 
need to stay cooped up indoors; it’s a great 
opportunity to have some fun outside. Run 
up the nearest hill to feel the wind try to 
carry you away! Fly a kite in the wind and 
catch falling leaves. Take your camera into 
a white world and see how many different 
icy patterns and shapes you can find. There 
are loads of exciting and creative things 
you can do in the natural world when 
the weather’s wild. Take this book with 
you and go outdoors for a wild weather 
adventure!

Fiona Danks is an environmental educator 
with experience leading field trips and 
running countryside playgroups. They 
previously collaborated on Go Wild!, 
Make It Wild!, Nature’s Playground, and 
Run Wild! Jo Schofield is a commercial 
magazine photographer. 

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE  
128 PAGES, 5.75 X 8 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95) 
ISBN: 9788493836450 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO   JANUARY

El libro de los palos
Un montón de cosas que  
construir y hacer con palos
A translation of The Stick Book: Loads of 
Things You Can Make or Do with a Stick 
(9780711232419)

Jo Schofield and Fiona Danks

The stick is a universal toy. Totally natural, 
all-purpose, and free, it offers limitless 
opportunities for outdoor play and ad-
venture. It provides a starting point for an 
active imagination and the raw materials 
for transformation into almost anything! 
In this book, Jo Schofield and Fiona Danks 
offer masses of suggestions for things to do 
with a stick, in the way of adventures and 
bushcraft, creative imagination and play, 
games, woodcraft and conservation, music, 
and more.

Jo Schofield is a commercial magazine 
photographer. Fiona Danks is an en-
vironmental educator with experience 
leading field trips and running countryside 
playgroups. They previously collaborated 
on Go Wild!, Make It Wild!, Nature’s 
Playground, and Run Wild!

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE  
128 PAGES, 5.75 X 8 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR, 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95) 
ISBN: 9788493836467 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO   MARCH

El libro de la ciudad 
silvestre
Un montón de cosas que hacer 
en la ciudad y en el pueblo
A translation of The Wild City Book: Fun 
Things to Do Outdoors in Towns and 
Cities (9780711234888)

Jo Schofield and Fiona Danks

Do you live in a city? Then this is the book 
for you! It’s all about having fun outdoors 
in the wild spaces near where you live—
hunting for wildlife clues, watching wild 
creatures, making wild art, playing wild 
games, and having exciting adventures. A 
surprising world of plants and animals is 
always waiting to be discovered around 
the corner, right now, in every city. Just 
keep your eyes open and know where  
to look.

Jo Schofield is a commercial magazine 
photographer. Fiona Danks is an en-
vironmental educator with experience 
leading field trips and running countryside 
playgroups. They previously collaborated 
on Go Wild!, Make It Wild!, Nature’s 
Playground, and Run Wild! 

CHILDRENS: EDUCATION RESOURCE  
128 PAGES, 5.75 X 8 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95) 
ISBN: 9788493836498 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDICIONES RODENO   MARCH
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Bullying
Los múltiples rostros del acoso escolar
New Edition
Bullying: The Many Faces of School Harassment

Brenda Mendoza

Providing a great learning experience for teachers and school 
administrators as well as government institution staff, this book 
contains beneficial information about setting up an effective 
intervention program: el Programa Integral para Mejorar la 
Convivencia Escolar (PRIMCE), a comprehensive program for 
improving school life. This new edition of Bullying offers even 
more easy-to-implement tools for the classroom and during the 
school day that not only help lighten the work load, but also 
allow you to strengthen your leadership and further promote 
children’s rights day to day. The PRIMCE has been put into effect 
in schools all around Mexico, taking into account the need to 
begin intervening as early as preschool. Many teachers agree that 
bullying isn’t just a “phase” or a “game”; it is a wake-up call for 
all adults who shape society, a daily reminder that we as a com-
munity need to be doing something about it, today more than 
ever. School should be a safe place for all children, and we need 
to maintain close communication full of respect and trust.

Brenda Mendoza is a professor of experimental behavior analysis 
at National Autonomous University of Mexico and a researcher 
of school violence and bullying. She is the author of Asambleas 
escolares and Manual de autocontrol del enojo.
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Excerpt:

Una característica más que podemos añadir al bullying, es 
que se rige bajo la “Ley del silencio”, ley en la que participa 
el acosador (bully), la víctima y otros alumnos como especta-
dores de los episodios agresivos, quienes guardan silencio por 
temor a las represalias, o porque perciben el problema como 
algo ajeno a ellos en el que no deben de participar, demostran-
do que no sienten empatía por las víctimas. Para que funcione 
esa ley, la comunidad educativa tiene una participación crucial, 
ya que contribuye a que los episodios se mantengan al creer 
que las conductas de bullying, como dirigir cotidianamente a 
una persona apodos, darles “zapes” o esparcir rumores mali-
ciosos, etcétera, son conductas propias de la edad y lo toman 
como comportamientos que ayudan a forjar el carácter del 
alumnado, o como conductas que son parte del “juego” que no 
afectan el clima escolar; en otras ocasiones, la escasa confi anza 
entre alumnado y profesorado es una barrera que impide que 
los alumnos victimados soliciten ayuda. 

Finalmente, conviene destacar que Dan Olweus ha expresado 
que el bullying comparte algunos patrones conductuales con 
otros comportamientos agresivos, como son crueldad, peleas, 
violencia, rompimiento de reglas y, en general, un comporta-
miento antisocial.



Profesorado, escuela y diversidad
La realidad educativa desde una mirada narrativa
Teaching, Schools, and Diversity: Educational Reality  
from a Narrative Perspective

Edited by José Ignacio Rivas Flores,  
Analía Elizabeth Leite Méndez, and Esther Prados Mejías

The work presented here is grouped into three sections of culled 
research that represent a wide look at education and its prob-
lems in today’s society. The first section of school stories offers a 
fresh perspective on curricula, school experiences, and beginning 
training for education. The second part details the profession of 
teaching, with different studies that take a look at teaching from 
faculties’ points of view. The last block demonstrates the limits of 
the education system through tales of socioeducation, in which 
other subjects—immigration, delinquency—become the focus.

José Ignacio Rivas Flores and Analía Elizabeth Leite Méndez are 
professors of education at the University of Malaga in Spain. 
Rivas Flores is the coauthor of La cultura profesional de los do-
centes de enseñanza secundaria and Trampas en educación. Leite 
Méndez is the author of El aprendizaje en la universidad: Las 
voces del alumnado and Profesorado, formación e innovación. 
Esther Prados Mejías is a professor of education at the University 
of Almeria in Spain.

EDUCATION, 180 PAGES, 6.75 X 9.5 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9788497007986 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Ideas creActivas para educar
CreActive Ideas for Teaching

Enrique Sánchez Rivas

To teach, we have to know more about the subject but also more 
about teaching. This book provides the most relevant theories 
about the science of teaching, through anecdotes, examples, and 
reflections on daily work in the classroom. Each tale of experi-
ence leads to practical knowledge, alongside its own theoretical 
abstraction from traditional teaching manuals, and proposes 
different strategies to use at home or in class—creative, active 
ideas, produced and verified in real situations and meant to be 
implemented rather than just read. The book is complemented 
by the online blog Ideas CreActivas. Teaching with creativity is 
teaching for change. Creativity helps people grow into original, 
flexible, initiating, confident risk-takers ready to tackle obstacles 
and problems that present themselves in their daily lives at school 
and elsewhere. The tools for innovation described in this book 
help develop the educational process and make better use of 
individual and group resources.

Enrique Sánchez Rivas is a writer and an associate professor of 
ongoing education and sociocultural promotion at the University 
of Malaga in Spain. He is the author of Hoy jugamos en clase 
and Unidades didácticas, and coauthor of Buenas prácticas con 
TIC en la investigación y la docencia, El club de la W, and Cómo 
superar las pruebas físicas de las oposiciones. 
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¡Auxilio! ¡Mi hijo no trae  
manual!
Prácticas de crianza positiva, prevención  
de adicciones y bullying
Help! My Kid Didn’t Come with a Manual!: Positive Upbringing 
Experiences, Addiction and Bullying Prevention

Brenda Mendoza González and Kalina Isela Martínez 
Edited by Francisco Javier Pedroza

Behavior problems in childhood—tantrums, disobedience, ag-
gression, confrontations—have always existed, and all families 
will face them at one point or another. Some parents are able to 
effectively discipline their children, but others feel frustrated and 
angry because they don’t know how to control their children. 
Today families face problems such as bullying and underage 
alcohol and drug use, and parents don’t know what to do or how 
to prevent it. Three expert researchers in prevention and risk 
behavior offer strategies for strengthening family relationships in 
this book. Based on daily activities, the suggestions here encour-
age parents to establish routines and limits, dedicate quality time 
to their children, and develop trust and good communication 
between parents and children. This book includes tools to iden-
tify behavior issues and step-by-step guides for preventing and 
controlling negative actions.

Francisco Javier Pedroza is a behavioral psychologist and a 
professor and researcher at Autonomous University of Aguas-
calientes in Mexico. Brenda Mendoza González is a researcher 
of school violence and bullying. She is the author of Asambleas 
escolares and Manual de autocontrol del enojo. She and Kalina 
Isela Martínez are professors of experimental behavior analysis 
at National Autonomous University of Mexico. Martínez is the 
author of Manual PIBA: Programa de intervención breve para 
adolescentes que inician el consumo de alcohol y otras drogas.
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¿Tu adolescente tiene trastorno 
de atención?
¡Felicidades! Descubre el regalo que el  
TDA trae consigo
Does Your Teen Have an Attention Disorder?: Congratulations! 
Discover the Gift That ADD Brings

Blanca Mercado

This guide offers all kinds of strategies for dealing with the most 
common academic issues experienced by distracted, fidgety, or 
impulsive students with ADD or ADHD. Students with atten-
tion-deficit disorders can have trouble focusing or sitting still for 
periods long enough to absorb a lesson. This book gives parents 
and teachers a slew of solutions that embrace teenagers’ person-
alities and traits.

Blanca Mercado is a therapist, a writer, a radio show host, and 
the creator of the Contraterapia system in Mexico. She is the 
author of Adolescentes: Transformando tu relación con ellos en 
12 pasos and Doce pasos para ser feliz: Dejando de ser víctima 
de las circunstancias para despertar a tu poder personal.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 162 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $15.95) 
ISBN: 9786077723929 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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¡Sana a tus hijos 
emocionalmente!
Con el poder de la palabra
Heal Your Children Emotionally!:  
With the Power of Words

Eduardo Aguilar Kubli

What parents tell their children leaves an 
impression, for better or for worse, that re-
mains for the rest of their lives. With more 
than 30 years of working with parents and 
educators, Eduardo Aguilar Kubli re-
searched to what extent we hear from our 
parents words that feed our spirit and help 
us grow. This book introduces the basis 
and elements of words to transform them 
into vitamins for a comprehensive health 
for our children, our students, and other 
loved ones, including adults, who also 
need verbal nourishment. Words, in order 
to hold power, must be honest, sincere, 
and consistent. Take advantage of the gold 
mine within your reach; use on a regular 
basis the more than 400 phrases proposed 
here by Aguilar Kubli.

Eduardo Aguilar Kubli is a psychologist 
and a former consultant for many indepen-
dent businesses, institutes, and universities. 
He is the author of Amar con hechos, 
Asertividad, Cómo ser tú mismo sin 
culpas, Cómo no amargarse la vida, Cómo 
elegir bien a tu pareja, El cuento que tú te 
cuentas, and Habilidades para la vida.
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Familias con  
disciplina positiva
Formación integral de  
hábitos saludables
Families with Positive Discipline:  
The Comprehensive Formation of  
Healthy Habits

Eduardo Aguilar Kubli

This guide presents the methodology 
for identifying, creating, and sustaining 
healthy habits at home in order to foster 
your family’s well-being. Positive discipline 
is the ideal way to address the necessity 
of change and development in the home. 
The book suggests leaving authoritarian 
education in the past and releasing the 
potential of our children—and each one of 
us. Through useful positive methods and 
teaching guides, our children will develop 
habits that benefit their health, happiness, 
and overall performance.

Eduardo Aguilar Kubli is a psychologist 
and a former consultant for many indepen-
dent businesses, institutes, and universities. 
He is the author of Amar con hechos, 
Asertividad, Cómo ser tú mismo sin 
culpas, Cómo no amargarse la vida, Cómo 
elegir bien a tu pareja, El cuento que tú te 
cuentas, and Habilidades para la vida.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE  
136 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95) 
ISBN: 9786077803102 
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Sácate un 10  
educando a tus hijos
Earn a 10 in Child Raising

Eduardo Aguilar Kubli

The legacy we leave our children consists 
of a happy childhood, kind words that fill 
their hearts, arms extended to help in times 
of need, an understanding they won’t find 
elsewhere, values that strengthen them, a 
development of their talents, unconditional 
love, a growth shared with spirit, a sense 
of responsibility, and the instillment of 
confidence, faith, and hope. This book is 
more than a rigid outline of how or what 
to be; it is a guide of teaching strategies 
for life. It details the most important 
psychological variables that we need to 
pay attention to. The love that we have for 
our children must not be trampled over 
by poor methods or ignorance. On the 
contrary, by following the recommenda-
tions presented here, you’ll discover that 
dedicating your feelings to the highest level 
yields fruitful, visible results.

Eduardo Aguilar Kubli is a psychologist 
and a former consultant for many indepen-
dent businesses, institutes, and universities. 
He is the author of Amar con hechos, 
Asertividad, Cómo ser tú mismo sin 
culpas, Cómo no amargarse la vida, Cómo 
elegir bien a tu pareja, El cuento que tú te 
cuentas, and Habilidades para la vida.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE  
136 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95) 
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¿Qué hago con un niño con  
discapacidad? Conócelo
Cómo es y cómo cuidarlo
What Do I Do with a Child with a Disability?  
Recognize: What the Disability Is Like and How to Address It

Inspired by her personal experiences as mother to Elisa, a special 
needs child, psychologist Cecilia Rosales Vega presents in this 
book some of the results of her exhaustive research over the 
course of many years. Beginning with descriptions of different 
types of disabilities and impairments and their causes, the guide 
continues with information on how to take care of a child with 
a disability from parental, medical, and therapeutic perspectives. 
The sooner you begin to take action, the greater benefits your 
child will receive during his or her development. Rosales Vega 
combines firsthand cases she has experienced with situations she 
has seen during her professional career to provide a well-round-
ed, helpful account.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 204 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $23.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346102 
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¿Qué hago con un niño con  
discapacidad? Atiéndelo
Cuál es su condición y cómo tratarla
What Do I Do with a Child with a Disability?  
Care: The Condition and How to Address It

After years of research, psychologist Cecilia Rosales Vega’s book 
is a culmination of detailed information about different types of 
disabilities and impairments—auditory, visual, motor, and men-
tal—for parents to understand and learn how to deal with them. 
Down syndrome, Asperger’s, West syndrome, cerebral palsy, and 
autism are also discussed. For each condition, the book provides 
descriptions, causes, treatments, therapies, and ways to provide 
support. It also offers recommendations for how to help children 
adapt at home and at school and for appropriate toys and teach-
ing resources. This guide is an extremely useful tool for parents 
to gain understanding of their child’s condition.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 256 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $19.99 (CAN $23.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346652 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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¿Qué hago con un niño con discapacidad? series
What Do I Do with a Child with a Disability? series
Cecilia Rosales Vega

Cecilia Rosales Vega is a psychologist and the coordinator of the Psychological Services Center at the University of the Americas in 
Mexico City. She has professional experience working with people with disabilities, as well as personal experience with her daughter 
who has Down syndrome.



¿Qué hago con un niño con  
discapacidad? Aliéntalo
Cómo apoyarlo en su desarrollo
What Do I Do with a Child with a Disability? Encourage:  
How to Embrace Disabilities during Development

Cecilia Rosales Vega

Emerging from years of research, this book offers information 
about what children with disabilities can do when they grow up. 
Many cases of real people who have stood out in various import-
ant fields—people such as Homer, Beethoven, Toulousse-Lautrec, 
Jorge Luis Borges, Gaby Brimmer, Juan García Ponce, Frida Kah-
lo, and Stephen Hawking—overcoming a disability or impair-
ment, whether congenital or acquired, are presented and analyzed 
here. This book deals with the connection of disabilities and 
artistic tendencies, including music and painting, and one section 
details instances of young children who introduce immense life 
lessons to their communities and society as a whole. Also includ-
ed are an appendix and a dictionary of frequently used terms.

Cecilia Rosales Vega is a psychologist and the coordinator of the 
Psychological Services Center at the University of the Americas 
in Mexico City. She has professional experience working with 
people with disabilities, as well as personal experience with her 
daughter who has Down syndrome.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 140 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TWO-COLOR INTERIOR 
TRADE PAPER, $13.99 (CAN $16.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346645 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Bebés creativos
Estimulación temprana para  
niños de 0 a 24 meses
Second edition
Creative Babies: Early Stimulation for Babies 0 to 24 Months

Galia Sefchovich and Mary Paz Pérez

The belief that all children are born with creative aptitudes is 
the basic premise of this book that instructs parents and teachers 
how to most effectively stimulate the development of babies’ in-
nate talents. Parents are instructed to encourage creative abilities 
of their children—strengthening their self-esteem, self-reliance, 
and imagination—and also their children’s capacities for toler-
ance and sharing.

Galia Sefchovich has worked for more than 25 years in infant 
development and has created and refined a methodology for 
working with Latino children. Mary Paz Pérez has degrees in 
both creative development and educational technology.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 144 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $13.99 (CAN $16.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346539 (REPLACES 9789688605707) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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discapacidad? series, continued
What Do I Do with a Child with a Disability? series



Mi bebé y yo
Una guía esencial para el embarazo y el cuidado 
de tu recién nacido
Fifth edition
Also available in English as Baby & Me: The Essential Guide to 
Pregnancy and Newborn Care (9781936693764)

Deborah D. Stewart and Jenny B. Harvey

“In our review of prenatal education materials, we have found 
Baby & Me to be the most useful basic guide for a widely diverse 
audience. We chose it for ParaNatal Care of America’s program, 
and I have never regretted that decision.”    
 —Dan Wigart, chairman, ParaNatal Care of America,  
 on the English-language edition

• Co-op available 
• Available in English as Baby & Me (9781936693764)

Offering solid guidance for mothers and mothers-to-be whose 
reading skills are limited and who may have limited access to ad-
equate health care, this guide focuses on basics like prenatal care, 
lifestyle choices, nutritional advice, and baby’s first few months. 
This fifth edition includes updated and expanded information 
on mental health issues, including postpartum depression and 
anxiety, for both moms and partners; hot topics such as immu-
nizations, breastfeeding, and coping with inconsolable crying; 
best-practice guidelines for car seats, safe sleep, babywearing, and 
fall prevention; the value of having effective support during labor, 
birth, and the postpartum period; and insurance coverage, includ-
ing the Affordable Care Act, and medical assistance for low-in-
come pregnant women. Checklists, a glossary, and an expanded 
list of reliable internet resources round out this invaluable book.

Deborah D. Stewart has written low-reading-level materials 
focused on the health issues of mothers and children from preg-
nancy through the early years of childhood. She is the author of 
Best Start: Your Baby’s First Year. She lives in Portland, Oregon 
Jenny B. Harvey has a background in human development, family 
support, psychology, parent education, and crisis intervention, 
she has worked and volunteered in a variety of health agencies 
and community programs serving diverse populations of families 
with young children. She lives in Seattle.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 240 PAGES, 6 X 9 
195 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS, 22 CHARTS, 8 TABLES 
TRADE PAPER, $12.95 (CAN $15.95) 
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No tan rápido
Cómo orientar a sus adolescentes acerca  
de los peligros de conducir
Also available in English as Not So Fast: Parenting Your Teen 
Through the Dangers of Driving (9781613748725)

Tim Hollister

“This concise, practical, and potentially life-saving book should 
be required reading for every parent before their teen gets behind 
the wheel.”   —Publisher’s Weekly,  
 on the English-language edition

“An interesting addition to an underrepresented topic; recom-
mended for all libraries.”  —Library Journal, 
 on the English-language edition

“A public service to parents of teen drivers and the cause of traffic 
safety, particularly in the area of safe teen driving. Government 
officials and the public rely heavily on parents for assistance and 
cooperation to promote safety. The advice and insights in Not So 
Fast are a significant step toward that goal.”    
 —Norman Mineta,  
 former Secretary of U.S. Department of Transportation,  
 on the English-language edition

“I strongly recommend Not So Fast as evidence-based, sensible 
advice to parents seeking to make informed decisions as their 
teens become drivers. This is a highly readable and important 
guide.”   —Allan F. Williams, former chief scientist,  
 Insurance Institute for Highway Safety,  
 on the English-language edition

• Co-op available

Most driving literature for parents focuses on how to teach a teen 
to drive without explaining why teen driving is so dangerous in 
the first place or giving parents a plan to preempt the hazards 
teens face. By contrast, No tan rápido empowers and guides 

parents to understand the causes and situations that most often lead to teen crashes and to take specific, proactive steps—before and 
each time a teen driver gets behind the wheel—to counteract them. This authoritative guide tackles hot button issues such as texting 
and distracted driving, parenting attitudes (conscious and unconscious), and teen impairment and fatigue—and includes a combination 
of topics not found in other teen driving guides, such as how brain development affects driving, why driver’s ed is essential but does not 
guarantee safe driving, how and why to prepare a “flight plan” for each drive before handing over the keys, and how and when to say 
no. Proceeds from the sale of this book support the Reid Samuel Hollister Memorial Fund, set up in honor of author Tim Hollister’s 
son, who was killed in an automobile crash in 2006, and which subsidizes infant and toddler education in greater Hartford, Connecti-
cut, and other worthy traffic safety causes.

Tim Hollister became a national authority and spokesperson for safer teen driving after losing his 17-year-old son Reid in a car crash 
in 2006. He served on a Connecticut state task force that overhauled his state’s teen driving laws; is the creator of From Reid’s Dad, 
a national blog for parents of teen drivers; and regularly makes appearances on television and radio. In 2012, he received the nation’s 
highest civilian award for traffic safety from the U.S. Department of Transportation, and in 2014 he received a national public service 
award from the Governors Highway Safety Association. He lives in Bloomfield, Connecticut. Sandy Spavone is the executive director 
for National Organizations for Youth Safety, a coalition of national organizations that promote youth empowerment and leadership 
and work to build partnerships that save lives, prevent injuries, and enhance safe and healthy lifestyles among all youth. She lives in 
Bristow, Virginia.
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Disciplina con amor  
para adolescentes
Guía para llevarte bien con tu adolescente
Second edition
Discipline with Love for Adolescents:  
A Guide to Getting Along with Your Teen

With a great sense of humor, this parenting guide explains why 
treating teenagers like children only causes anger and rebellion. 
Instead, advice is given on becoming close to teenagers in a 
new way—by being open but without prejudices, interested but 
respectful, and present but not controlling. With these helpful 
suggestions, parents are on their way to acquiring new abilities 
that will convert them into reliable guides for their teenagers.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 224 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786079346157 (REPLACES 9789688609248) 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Disciplina con amor  
para abuelos
Una segunda oportunidad para amar
Discipline with Love for Grandparents: A Second Chance to Love

In a time of great changes in the family dynamic, this book is 
dedicated to grandparents, whose tendency is to spoil—a word 
that can have different connotations. When used as an expres-
sion of love and unconditional acceptance, it nourishes and 
strengthens a grandchild’s emotional well-being. Spending time 
with grandparents becomes a treat rather than a chore. But when 
the spoiling begins to get out of hand, a lack of self-control, no 
limits when it comes to disrespect, or acting against the wishes of 
the parents—this type of spoiling is harmful. Grandparents who 
spoil in this manner contribute to the development of demanding, 
fussy, rude grandchildren. In a society in which mothers more 
and more commonly work and grandparents play an increasingly 
important role in child care, being a grandparent offers a second 
chance to love in a mature, generous, yet responsible manner.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 136 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $13.95 (CAN $16.95) 
ISBN: 9786079346614 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Disciplina con amor series
Discipline with Love series
Rosa Barocio

Rosa Barocio is certified in Montessori education and Waldorf education and has more than 30 years of experience working with chil-
dren, training teachers, directing schools, and advising parents. She holds conferences and workshops in Mexico, the United States, and 
Europe. She is the author of Conoce tu temperamento y mejora tus relaciones, Explora tus emociones para avanzar en la vida, and the 
Disciplina con amor series, which includes Disciplina con amor en el aula and Disciplina con amor tu temperamento.



Disciplina con amor
Cómo poner límites sin ahogarse en la culpa
Second edition
Discipline with Love: How to Responsibly Set Limits  
for Children

How can parents and educators teach children to be healthy and 
self-confident yet also respectful and responsible? Is it possible 
to set limits and be firm while still showing love? With practical 
advice, sensibility, and humor, this guide presents a clear expla-
nation of the difficult task of educating with consciousness—en-
couraging children in their process of maturing; offering support, 
acceptance, and unconditional love; and setting strong boundar-
ies and firm rules.

CHILDRENS: PARENTING & FAMILY CARE, 248 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
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RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Disciplina con amor  
tus emociones
Soltando lo que te estorba
Discipline Your Emotions with Love:  
Getting Rid of the Hindrances

Everyone walks through life carrying baggage. Ever since we 
were little, we have been filling up with beliefs, attitudes, values, 
and repressed feelings. Some are light and encourage us to keep 
moving forward while others weigh us down and prevent us 
from continuing. Most people, however, go through life without 
stopping to think about what has accumulated; they only notice 
that as the years pass, they find it more and more difficult to keep 
going. They blame circumstances, the people around them, or 
bad luck. The thought of how to lift the weight of their figurative 
baggage in order to lighten their lives never occurs to them. This 
book invites you to review your baggage. What are you carrying? 
What do you want to discard? What do you decide to keep? 
What new items do you wish to add? This assessment requires 
time and honest reflection. Clear, thoughtful observation will help 
you accept the parts of yourself that we are all so used to hiding.

SELF-HELP, 160 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786079346249 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Disciplina con amor series, continued
Discipline with Love series

Also available in the Disciplina con amor series:

Disciplina con amor  
en el aula
9786079346225
$18.99 (CAN $22.99)

Disciplina con amor  
tu temperamento
9786079346232
$18.99 (CAN $22.99)



¿Estresado yo?
Tips para manejar el estrés día a día
Me, Stressed?: Tips to Manage Day-to-Day Stress

María Elena Maroto

Stress has been established as the illness of the 21st century; 
however, we often don’t know how to spot it or identify its 
symptoms. Stress affects our quality of life as it can disrupt our 
social and family relationships, and when it’s not tended to, it 
can even bring on physical and mental illnesses. This book is de-
signed to help you make important changes to your lifestyle and 
encourage you to start reflecting on all aspects of your existence 
in order to better understand yourself. 

María Elena Maroto is a therapist certified in Core Energetics, 
Gestalt, NLP, self-hypnosis, and reiki. She teaches classes spe-
cializing in emotions, stress management, conflict management, 
meditation, consciousness, and relationships.

SELF-HELP, 156 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $12.99 (CAN $15.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346775 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Y no te olvides de ser feliz
Abecedario de psicología positiva
And Do Not Forget to Be Happy, a translation of the French 
(9782738129055)

Christophe André

In this lucid, personal collection of advice and practical exer- 
cises, Christophe André accompanies us along the path that leads 
to a wiser, more fulfilling life. With this understanding of positive 
psychology we can better navigate through both the winter and 
summers of our existence. This book contains an exciting and 
compelling method for living a happier life.

Christophe André is a psychiatrist and a psychotherapist who 
teaches courses on meditation at Sainte-Anne Hospital in Paris. 
He is the author of Los estados de ánimo, Meditar día a día, 
Prácticas de autoestima, Psicología del miedo, and Serenidad. 

SELF-HELP, 424 PAGES, 5 X 8 
9 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS 
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $33.95) 
ISBN: 9788499884103 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  FEBRUARY



¡Camarero, este café 
está frío!
Primeros auxilios para mejorar 
la asertividad, la comunicación 
y las relaciones personales
Waiter, This Coffee Is Cold!: First Aid for 
Improving Assertiveness, Communication, 
and Personal Relationships

Raquel Ballesteros

Everyday psychology and social skills 
are the basis of this guide, which deals 
with assertiveness, communication with 
others, and knowing oneself. A good dose 
of humor and irony is infused in this 
book that follows the experiences of three 
main characters, their families, and their 
acquaintances. This book provides readers 
with excellent advice for improving their 
social and emotional skills.

Raquel Ballesteros is a licensed clinical 
psychologist specialized in health and 
music therapy.

SELF-HELP, 208 PAGES, 6.5 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012411 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  JANUARY

Vivir sin pensar,  
Vivir en plenitud
Respuestas del alma a las  
preguntas de la vida
Live without Thinking, Live to the Fullest: 
Answers from the Soul to Questions  
about Life

Antonio Jorge Larruy

In all of us exists a deep longing for 
fulfillment, a desire for authenticity and 
to be ourselves freely, spontaneously, and 
without limitations—in short, to live well. 
We search for answers from the outside, 
without realizing that the key is inside of 
each of us. This book provides four great 
tools to extract those answers: positive 
attitude, acceptance, meditation, and 
retraining the inner child.

Antonio Jorge Larruy is the author of 
Centramientos: Invitación a la autentici-
dad and Espacio interior: La aventura de 
ser uno mismo.

SELF-HELP, 256 PAGES, 5.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012367 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  JANUARY

Las veinte perlas de 
la sabiduría
Hacernos sabios antes  
de envejecer
Twenty Pearls of Wisdom:  
Become Wise Before Growing Old

Jaume Soler and  
Maria Mercè Conangla

On one of their trips to India, Vietnam, 
and Cambodia, authors Jaume Soler and 
Maria Mercè Conangla compiled stories 
and experiences full of small yet valuable 
pearls of wisdom that have been strung 
together in this book to form a necklace. 
The thread that unites each piece is the 
idea that we must learn to become wise 
before growing old. There isn’t, as is often 
said, a direct link between wisdom and old 
age. Wisdom has nothing to do with the 
accumulation of years or knowledge, but 
rather with accepting the mysteries of life 
and knowing how to remain curious and 
capable of being surprised. 

Jaume Soler and Maria Mercè Conangla 
are the authors of Ecología emocional para 
el nuevo milenio.

SELF-HELP, 224 PAGES, 5.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012343 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Cuadrilátero de libros series
Book Ring series
• This series includes A mí no se me mueren las plantas, My Plants Don’t Die (9788494003714); Cómo cultivar una lechuga y comer sano,  
  How to Grow Lettuce and Eat Healthy (9788415088738); El método Rowshan para dejar de fumar, The Rowshan Method for Quitting  
  Smoking (9788415088622); Optimismo global, Global Optimism (9788494003721); and Stop al pánico, Stop the Panic (9788415088721)



¡Mamá, me pica!
Manual de supervivencia para padres novatos en 
alergias e intolerancias alimentarias
Mom, It Itches!: A Survival Guide for Parents New  
to Food Allergies and Intolerances

Núria Canturri

Pau is 15 years old and allergic to a number of foods, including 
eggs, legumes, shellfish, and Andean potato latent virus (APLV). 
The discovery of his many allergies radically changed the lives of 
his entire family, who have not been able to let down their guard 
for a moment. Núria Canturri, Pau’s mother, shares her experi-
ences, discoveries, recipes, and practical solutions in this book. 
Topics include how to proceed when you detect a food allergy, 
the differences between allergies and intolerance, how to cook for 
those with food allergies, how to read and interpret food labels, 
what instructions to give school cafeterias, how to eat outside of 
the house, and how to handle field trips and outings.

Núria Canturri is a musician and an associate producer for 
Animal Films. In 2010 she created the blog Jo també sóc allèrgic, 
which chronicles her family’s experiences and struggles with the 
many allergies of her son, Pau.

HEALTH, 144 PAGES, 5.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012237 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Remedios naturales para una 
infancia saludable
Todas las terapias para cuidar la salud  
de tus hijos
Natural Remedies for a Healthy Childhood: Therapies for Caring 
for the Health of Your Children

Lourdes Prat

Natural remedies have been used to cure illnesses and ailments 
since the beginning of time. The reason they are still in use 
today is because they are effective, are beneficial, and have fewer 
undesired side effects than pharmaceutical medications. Howev-
er, author Lourdes Prats recommends not abandoning medicine 
altogether, but rather using natural remedies alongside treatment 
prescribed by pediatricians or family doctors, whose instructions 
should always be followed. In this detailed, practical guide, Prats 
presents different natural therapies—homeopathy, flower elixirs, 
color therapy, music therapy, chiropractic—and indicates illnesses 
for which they are most effective. A section of the book describes 
the most common health issues that afflict children and the dif-
ferent natural remedies and products that can help treat them.

Lourdes Prat is a journalist, a writer, and a community manager. 
She directs and hosts radio and television programs about health 
and well-being. She is the coauthor of El aceite de argán, El gran 
libro del aloe vera, and El gran libro del té.

HEALTH, 192 PAGES, 5.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012220 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

LECTIO EDICIONES  DECEMBER
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Tu entrenador personal
30 ejercicios para ponerte en forma en cualquier 
momento y lugar
Your Personal Trainer: 30 Exercises to Get in Shape  
Anytime, Anywhere

Fernando Orpinell 
Illustrations by Patricia Soler

Physical well-being is the first requirement for happiness, and to 
achieve it, it is necessary to accept exercise as an essential part of 
life. The program in this book helps readers make this a part of 
reality. The activities offered here can be done in a small space, 
can be adapted to your personal level, and require very little 
equipment. If you’re already incorporating physical activity into 
your daily routine, this book is a valuable resource for when you 
can’t make it to the gym or are away on vacation or traveling. 
These exercises are based on two universal techniques: yoga and 
Pilates, which both strengthen the connection between body and 
mind. Movement helps you feel more confident, positive, and 
happy, but your life won’t change until you initiate change. Tu 
entrenador personal can be the spark that ignites the fire, with 
professional Fernando Orpinell acting as your personal trainer in 
this adaptable exercise program for achieving a fit, healthy body.

Fernando Orpinell is a personal trainer and a health professional 
with more than 12 years of experience who specializes in Pilates. 
He is the creator of Stand Up Paddle Surf & Pilates and is the 
founder of the blog Pilates y Fitness. Patricia Soler is a painter, a 
sculptor, an illustrator, and a writer. She is the author of ¿Dónde 
están tus zapatos? and Soy un hámster.

FITNESS, 112 PAGES, 6.5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012244 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Cuadrilátero de libros series,  
continued 
Book Ring series

Ashtanga yoga
La práctica del yoga según el método  
de Sri Pattabhi Jois
A translation of Ashtanga Yoga (9781906756055)

Petri Räisänen

Ashtanga Yoga is a comprehensive, detailed account of the 
famous methods taught by Pattabhi K. Jois, one of the greatest 
yoga masters of our time. Written and designed for both begin-
ners and advanced practitioners, the text addresses postures, the 
flow of energy, the core ideas and philosophies of yoga as well as 
the history of Ashtanga Yoga. A gem of yogic wisdom filled with 
beautiful illustrations and detailed, easy-to-follow explanations. 

Petri Räisänen is an internationally recognized yoga instructor. 
He is a direct disciple of Pattabhi Jois and is the director at 
Ashtanga Yoga in Helsinki.

HEALTH, 240 PAGES, 8.75 X 10 
223 COLOR PHOTOS 
TRADE PAPER, $44.95 (CAN $53.95) 
ISBN: 9788499884097 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Diabetes mellitus
Una guía práctica
11th edition
Also available in English as Diabetes Mellitus: A Practical Guide 
(9781936693863)

Sue K. Milchovich, RN, BSN, CDE,  
and Barbara Dunn-Long, RD

“Essential addition to any public health and medical collection for 
Spanish-speaking patrons. . . . Highly recommended.”   —Reforma

“A very useful guide to a chronic disease . . . will appeal to readers of 
all educational and social backgrounds.”    
 —Library Journal, on the English-language edition

“The survival-skills approach is appealing, with essential topics cov-
ered in a brief, to-the-point manner.”   —Diabetes Educator, 
 on English-language edition

• Co-op available

Now updated to include the latest developments in medicine and 
practices for diabetes treatment, as well as the most current informa-
tion on new medication delivery methods, this comprehensive guide 
covers every aspect of living with diabetes. This user-friendly book 
takes a look at both the medical and nutritional sides of the disease 
and teaches diabetics how to balance diet, medication, and exercise 
for optimal health from the start. The diet and exercise plans that 
are included feature portion sizes and sample meal plans along with 
low-impact workout routines and have been revised to reflect new 
food pyramid guidelines and current minimum exercise suggestions. 
While an absolute cure for diabetes has not yet been discovered, this 
health manual makes living with the disease manageable.

Sue K. Milchovich, RN, BSN, CDE, is a member of the American 
Diabetes Association and has been a certified diabetes educator for 
more than 25 years. She lives in Covina, California. Barbara Dunn-
Long, RD, is a registered dietitian in private practice and is involved 
in diabetes education. She is a member of the American Diabetes 
Association. She lives in Villa Park, California.

HEALTH, 240 PAGES, 6 X 9 
5 B/W PHOTOS, 12 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS, 55 LINE DRAWINGS, 8 CHARTS 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.95) 
ISBN: 9781936693870 (REPLACES 9781933503646) 
RIGHTS: WORLD

BULL PUBLISHING COMPANY  OCTOBER

Also available in English:

Diabetes Mellitus
9781936693863
$14.95 (CAN $17.95)



Parejas ¿parejas?
Consejos esenciales para una relación de  
pareja amorosa
Partners, Partners?: Essential Advice for Loving Relationships

María Elena Maroto and Sandra Haddad Lahud

Finding your “better half” and living happily ever after is an 
objective that many people have thought about since childhood. 
Sometimes, however, there are quite a few obstacles that hinder 
us from achieving success in a partnership. We seek to satisfy the 
need to love and to feel loved in return, to enjoy our sexuality, 
to share common goals, to have a daily routine, to grow old 
together, and to tackle the future arm in arm. This vital interac-
tion requires that we dedicate our efforts to continously develop 
and improve the relationship. Two professional psychologists and 
therapists join forces here to share their experiences and advice 
for living happily ever after. Reflections, practical exercises,  
real-life scenarios, therapeutic cases, and other illustrative  
examples fill this book. Topics covered include different roles 
within a couple, sexuality, communication, how the economy 
can affect a relationship, and how to support each other. Start 
strengthening your bond with your partner today.

María Elena Maroto is a therapist certified in Core Energetics, 
Gestalt, NLP, self-hypnosis, and reiki. She teaches at conferences 
specializing in emotions, stress management, conflict manage-
ment, meditation, consciousness, and relationships. Sandra 
Haddad Lahud is a psychologist certified in Gestalt therapy and 
coaching and is the founder and director of Crecintegra. She is an 
educator on the topics of assertiveness, communication, emotion-
al intelligence, conflict management, and leadership.

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS, 168 PAGES, 6.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346256 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Big Time: la gran vida  
de Perico Vidal
Marcos Ordóñez

A biography of Perico Vidal, one of the most important Spanish 
figures in film who is largely unknown outside of Hollywood 
circles, Big Time tells the story of a man about town who never 
wanted to appear in photographs—or the limelight. Vidal made 
his debut as Orson Welles’s assistant on Mr. Arkadin; he worked 
with Mankiewicz on Suddenly, Last Summer; he met David 
Lean on the Lawrence of Arabia set and became an indispens-
able asset to him on Doctor Zhivago; and Frank Sinatra himself 
introduced him as his friend, the man who saved his life in Spain. 
Everybody knew Vidal. At his penthouse in Madrid—christened 
the Vidal Inn by Christian Marquand—parties full of celebrities 
went on endlessly. He lived life on top in jazzy 1950s Barcelona 
and Americano 1960s Madrid, soaking up Harlem, Los Angeles, 
Miami, Paris, Rio de Janeiro, and Cuernavaca along the way. 
Big Time—both the book’s title and Vidal’s life motto—is told 
by Perico Vidal and his daughter Alana, chronicling the life of a 
vivacious character and an incomparable era. 

Marcos Ordóñez is a writer, a columnist, and a film and theater 
critic. He writes a weekly column and a weekly theater review for 
El País and is the author of the nonfiction books Beberse la vida: 
Ava Gardner en España and Telón de fondo. His fiction includes 
Comedia con fantasmas, Detrás del hielo, Un jardín abandonado 
por los pájaros, Rancho aparte, and Una vuelta por el Rialto, 
among other books.

BIOGRAPHY, 288 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788416213030 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Kokoro
A translation from the Japanese

Natsume Soseki

“The great Japanese modern novel.”   
 —Booklist, starred review, on the English-language edition

“One of the honorable ancestors of a brilliant generation of nov-
els.”   —New York Times, on the English-language edition

“Soseki is the representative modern Japanese novelist, a figure of 
truly national stature.”   —Haruki Murakami, author, 
 Kafka on the Shore

No collection of Japanese literature is complete without Kokoro, 
Natsume Soseki’s most successful novel, his most profound work, 
and the last one he completed before his death. Coinciding with 
the centennial of the novel’s original publication comes this 
new translation of Soseki’s masterpiece, which foreshadowed 
Akutagawa, Kawabata, and Murakami. Kokoro (Japanese for 
“heart”) tells the story of a subtle, moving friendship between 
two nameless characters, a young man and an enigmatic old man 
referred to as Sensei. Tortured by tragic secrets that have cast an 
enormous shadow on his life, Sensei slowly opens himself up to 
his young disciple, confessing indiscretions from his days as a 
student that have left a trail of guilt and that reveal—in the seem-
ingly insurmountable abyss of his moral anguish and his fight to 
understand the mysteries of love and fate—the profound cultural 
change from one generation to the next that characterized Japan 
at the beginning of the 20th century.

Natsume Soseki is widely considered to be the foremost Japanese 
novelist of the Meiji period (1868–1912). He was a scholar of 
British literature and a composer of haiku, Chinese-style poetry, 
and fairy tales. Yoko Ogihara and Ferenando Cordobés are trans-
lators who previously collaborated on the Spanish translations of 
Soseki’s Daisuke and Soy un gato.

FICTION/SPANISH: CLASSICS, 304 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $23.95 (CAN $28.95) 
ISBN: 9788415979128 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Los políglotas
A translation of The Polyglots (9780571244423)

William Gerhardie

“One of the most original and influential English novels of the 
20th century.”   —William Boyd, author, Any Human Heart,  
 on the English-language edition 

Brilliant, unclassifiable, and timeless, William Gerhardie was 
lauded by authors such as Graham Greene, H. G. Wells, and 
Evelyn Waugh, who believed him to be a genuine genius. The 
Polyglots is considered one of the underground masterpieces of 
English literature. It tells of an eccentric Belgian family settled 
in the Far East during the turbulent years following World War 
I. Exiled and impoverished after the Russian Revolution, they 
receive a visit from a smug English cousin, Captain George 
Hamlet Alexander Biabologh, who enters their lives during a 
military mission and becomes witness to their misfortune. The 
story is filled with overwhelmingly peculiar characters: manic-de-
pressives, obsessive-compulsives, and hypochondriacs. Halfway 
between Vladimir Nabokov’s Ada or Ardor and Joseph Heller’s 
Catch-22, The Polyglots portrays a delirious, tumultuous world 
in which the irrational surfaces when you least expect it and the 
legacy of Babel amplifies the unmistakable sound of man.

William Gerhardie was an acclaimed novelist who influenced 
many of his peers, including Graham Greene, Olivia Manning, 
Anthony Powell, Evelyn Waugh, and H. G. Wells. As a young 
man, he went to London, and when World War I broke out, 
he joined the army. He traveled the world before beginning to 
write. His novels include Doom, Futility, God’s Fifth Column, Of 
Mortal Love, and Resurrection. Martín Schifino is the translator 
of The Pianist’s Hands.

FICTION/SPANISH: CLASSICS, 384 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $26.95 (CAN $31.95) 
ISBN: 9788415979340 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El Boudoir
The Boudoir

El Punto Giu

Many of the characters in this novel, the protagonist included, 
are unnamed to maintain anonymity. The main character details 
the radical change in her sexual life following a trip to Los 
Angeles. In just a few months, thanks to her new friends and her 
irremissible passion for betting, she ceases being a cautious, shy, 
scrupulous woman who takes no risks and begins to rub shoul-
ders with the sexual elite, a circle of American celebrities, mostly 
famous actors and musicians. El boudoir is an erotic novel 
written with self-confidence and a sense of humor that delves into 
the inaccessible sex parties of Los Angeles and describes, with 
abundant detail, the most exciting adult games you could ever 
imagine.

El Punto Giu is a cinephile who works at a large movie theater 
chain, a fan fiction writer, and the founder of the blog El Punto 
Giu.

EROTICA, 200 PAGES, 6 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9788416341184 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Amanecer, nadie y tú
Sunrise, No One, and You

Alberto Trinidad

Jan Ungría, after having irrevocably decided to abandon his 
writing, finds himself stuck in a claustrophobic room, forced to 
write. In this strange place, he recalls his existence in hopes to 
analyze the causes that have brought him into this situation: his 
passion for literature, his life as half of a couple, the relationship 
he maintains with society, and, above all, his growing obsession 
with the work of Miroslav Micir, a cursed writer from the 19th 
century. This novel’s narrations and identities go deep into each 
other as infinite nesting dolls. The book delves into the themes of 
duality, transgressing limits, and the role of art in reality, and it 
questions where life and love actually occur.

Alberto Trinidad is the publishing director of Ediciones  
Oblicuas and the author of El arquitecto de atmósferas, El  
cirujano del cielo, Minorías de uno, and the children’s play 
¿Dónde está la ilusión?

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL, 364 PAGES, 6 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
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El camino al lago Desierto
The Path to Bleak Lake, a translation from the German

Franz Kain

At the end of World War II, many national socialist leaders, con-
scious of their crimes and the punishment awaiting them, sought 
secret refuge in the Alpine region of Salzkammergut, Austria, 
to escape justice. The main character of this story—a man who 
once carried a very high rank in the Nazi hierarchy—is one such 
person. Ernst Kaltenbrunner, an early Nazi after the annexation 
of Austria by the German Reich, quickly made his way up the 
career ladder in the new regime. In 1943 he was given the posi-
tion of director of the central department of security of the Reich, 
turning him into the right-hand man to Reichsführer-SS Heinrich 
Himmler, creator of the concentration camps and principal au-
thor of the extermination of the Jewish people. When the military 
collapse of Germany seems inevitable, Kaltenbrunner begins his 
ascent of the Totes Gebirge, accompanied by two helpers and 
a regional hunter as their guide, to hide himself in a mountain 
refuge until the storm passes and he is able to reintegrate himself 
into civilian life. This brief novel combines history and nature 
through gorgeous prose to create what Kaltenbrunner would 
think and how he would act in his moments of escape.

Franz Kain was an Austrian journalist, writer, and politician. In 
1941, he was arrested by the Gestapo, and he spent the following 
years in prison until his release in 1946. He is the author of five 
novels and dozens of stories in German.

FICTION/SPANISH: HISTORICAL, 112 PAGES, 5.25 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $21.95) 
ISBN: 9788492865796 
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El deber
The Duty, a translation from the German of Die Pflicht

Ludwig Winder

Prague, 1939: Josef Rada, husband of Marie and father of young 
medicine student Edmund, is an upstanding, efficient public 
servant. He doesn’t have hobbies or friends, nor is he interested 
in politics; he completely dedicates his life to his family and his 
work. But his small, comfortable world is blown up, almost lit-
erally, by the German invasion and its collaboration with an old 
childhood acquaintence of his, Fobich. This portrait of patriotism 
in the face of Nazi occupation does not degenerate into pathos 
or rhetoric. The novel’s effectiveness comes from the character of 
Rada, believable for his behavior, which is at first antiheroic and 
shaky, crafted with knowledge of the political reality and given a 
masterful literary treatment. Originally written in 1943, El deber 
demonstrates particular importance to the political landscape 
during which it was created.

Ludwig Winder was a Bohemian journalist and novelist who 
worked for the liberal newspaper Die Zeit in Vienna and later 
joined the editorial staff of Deutsche Zeitung Bohemia in Prague. 
After Germany invaded Prague in 1939, he fled to England, 
where he remained in exile until his death.

FICTION/SPANISH: HISTORICAL, 272 PAGES, 5.25 X 5.25 
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95) 
ISBN: 9788492865994 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Largo recorrido series
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La desaparición del paisaje
The Disappearance of the Landscape

Maximiliano Barrientos

A modern epic, La desaparición del paisaje tells a story not just 
of reconciliation, but also of alienation: when you return to a 
former place of affection it can feel as if you are a stranger. Vitor 
Flanagan leaves home from Santa Cruz, Bolivia, for the United 
States. His mother died when he was young, and as he entered 
adulthood he began to understand that leaving was the only way 
to avoid turning into his own father, an alcoholic who fought 
with anyone who approached him, because in the art of violence 
there was a rhythm by which he could endure the death of his 
wife. Twelve years later, Vitor returns to his hometown after 
having lost touch with everyone he knew. His father has died, but 
his ghost lives on. With themes of blame, mourning, alcoholism, 
vengeance, recovery of the left-behind, and middle-class Boliv-
ian life, this novel has the voice of Vitor’s father omnipresent, 
both harmful and redeeming. It deals with the responsibility of 
outliving your loved ones and the ethics of taking on that kind of 
solitude—the solitude of being a survivor.

Maximiliano Barrientos is a Bolivian author and professor who 
frequently collaborates with Bolivian media outlets on cultural is-
sues. He is the author of Fotos tuyas cuando empiezas a envejecer 
and Hoteles. His short story collection, Diario, won the Santa 
Cruz National Literature Prize in 2009.
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Fuerzas especiales
Special Forces

Diamela Eltit

In this 10th novel from author Diamela Eltit, the protagonist 
is a young woman from a marginal neighborhood who works 
as a prostitute in a cyber cafe, her life at the height of tragedy 
and misfortune. The setting is a section of town surrounded by 
police special forces. But in a sad yet defiant play on words, the 
special forces of the title also refer to the will required to resist, to 
survive on the edge of society under such forms of repression and 
oppression. Violence and the scars left on bodies both physical 
and social appear in many of Eltit’s novels, carefully constructed 
with uneasy passages dealing with brutality, fruitless desires, 
illnesses, and harrassment by the police, whose constant presence 
makes residents live in fear. Her books are also known for their 
obscenity that goes beyond sexual meaning, never better said, in 
the horrible, terrible things that must be avoided or hidden. This 
sad, dark novel constructs a tale from various voices of the poor 
and the dispossessed who, despite all odds, try to survive with 
dignity in the middle of a world full of more and more sophisti-
cated guns and new ways of killing. The intelligence and clarity 
of the main character gives readers a sliver of hope.

Diamela Eltit is a visiting professor at New York University and 
a cofounder of the prestigious Chilean artist collective CADA, 
which was formed during, and in opposition to, the Pinochet dic-
tatorship. She is the author of Jamás el fuego nunca, Lumpérica, 
Mano de obra, Por la patria, Los trabajadores de la muerte, and 
Los vigilantes. She lives in New York City.
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Mujer invisible
Intriga y violencia de género
Invisible Woman: Intrigue and Gender Violence

Blanca Mercado

Why are there millions of women around the world who find 
themselves victims of unhealthy relationships that they don’t 
know how to leave? Do they fear being alone, feeling abandoned, 
or the thought of having to start over? Unsuitable relationships 
are ticking time bombs, guaranteed to hurt you when they inev-
itably fall apart. This novel combines reality, passion, and hope 
while inviting you to be a fly on the wall around Estela, a woman 
like so many others. Within Estela lives an eternal fear and a 
compulsive obedience, characteristics that cause her to continue 
to accept her hellish life until she reaches the breaking point.

Blanca Mercado is a therapist, a writer, a radio show host, and 
the creator of the Contraterapia system in Mexico. She is the 
author of Adolescentes: Transformando tu relación con ellos en 
12 pasos and Doce pasos para ser feliz: Dejando de ser víctima 
de las circunstancias para despertar a tu poder personal.
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Mujeres
Women

Lola Roig

Mujeres is a personal and intimate vision of the contemporary 
woman. The book portrays different voices where there is room 
for hope, happiness, confidence, and optimism, but also for un-
certainty, apathy, pain, and fear. They are girls who play through-
out life, youth who enjoy the fleeting moments, mothers who are 
full of worry, all captured in a single moment that can describe 
an attitude or a personality.

Lola Roig studied art at the University of Barcelona and has par-
ticipated in numerous paint exhibitions and works as a freelance 
illustrator.
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Gallvs avreorvm ovorvm
Augusto Monterroso 
Illustrations by Montse Rubio

Investigating the history of the Roman Empire in great depth, 
the author tries to unravel the true story behind “The Goose that 
Laid the Golden Egg.” He claims that it wasn’t the goose that 
laid the egg, but that it was the rooster that did. Hence his new 
nickname throughout the Empire “Gallvs avreorvm ovorvm,” 
Rooster Golden Egg.

Augusto Monterroso has won many different literary awards and 
recognitions from numerous countries. Montse Rubio studied at 
the School of Art La Llojta in Barcelona and specializes in water-
color and pencil illustrations.
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1989
Diez relatos para atravesar los muros
Edited by Michael Reynolds 
Illustrations by Henning Wagenbreth

This illustrated book commemorates the 20-year anniversary of 
the fall of the Berlin Wall. Ten stories are combined from the best 
European authors as well as one story from the other side of the 
wall: Andrea Camilleri, Didier Daeninckx, Heinrich Böll, Olga 
Tokarczuk, Max Frisch, Ljudmila S. Petrusevskaja, Jirí Kratoch-
vil, Elia Barceló, Miklós Vámos, and Ingo Schulze.

Michael Reynolds is a professor of visual communication at 
the Academy of Fine Arts in Berlin. He has worked as an editor 
and illustrator, and is the author a collection of short stories 
titled Domingo especial. Henning Wagenbreth is an illustrator, a 
graphic designer, and a professor of illustration at the University 
of Arts in Berlin.
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K. L. Reich
A translation from the Catalan

Joaquim Amat-Piniella

Francesc and Emili, two ex-republican soldiers in the Spanish 
Civil War who are now in the French army, get captured by 
Nazi troops. They, along with other Spanish former fighters, 
are deported to Mauthausen concentration camp, where their 
nightmare begins—the terrible experience that turns them into 
witnesses and victims of the so-called International of Pain. 
The story focuses on Emili, who manages to survive by making 
pornographic drawings for the SS. Through him we see the inner 
workings of the camp: the corrupt network of kapos, the differ-
ent classes of prisoners, the horrific extermination system, the 
malnutrition—the inhumanity of one of the most tragic chapters 
of our history. Author Amat-Piniella wrote this novel, published 
for the first time in 1963, based on his experiences as a prisoner 
for nearly five years in different Nazi concentration camps. His 
objective was to carry on the memory of the thousands of Span-
iards interned in camps.

Joaquim Amat-Piniella was a writer and a politician who fought 
in the Spanish Civil War. He later moved to France, where he was 
interned at concentration camps beginning in 1940, eventually 
being deported by the Germans to Mauthausen. He survived 
in the camp until his liberation in 1945. His books in Catalan 
include Ombres al calidoscopi, La pau a casa, Retaule en gris, 
La ribera deserta, and Roda de solitaris, among others. Ignacio 
Martínez de Pisón is a writer and a screenwriter. He is the author 
of a dozen books, including the novel La buena reputación.
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Familia
Family, a translation from the Chinese

Ba Jin

“[Ba Jin’s] works were successful as much for their social impor-
tance as their literary significance.”   —New York Times

“Ba Jin was the last of China’s 20th-century literary giants. More 
than any other writer of his generation, he inspired and chron-
icled the various social and political movements that swept his 
country for so many decades.”   —Independent

Chengdu, Central China, 1919: the brothers Gao—Juexin, Jue-
min, and Juehui—live according to the traditions their family has 
followed for centuries. Four generations now live under the same 
roof, which gives Grandfather Gao, the clan’s patriarch, a special 
pride. In the great family house, the older members continue their 
unmoved lives as if nothing were changing; as if General Zhang’s 
troops, preparing a new attack at the gates of the city, could not 
reach them; as if the new airs from books and magazines weren’t 
transforming their existence. The three Gao brothers are in 
agreement that the old traditions—arranged marriage, outdated 
rituals, and foot binding and long hair requirements for wom-
en—lack meaning, but not everyone has the strength necessary 
to rebel. Published for the first time in 1931, Familia portrays the 
disintegration of Feudalism in China at the beginning of the 20th 
century and is considered one of the most important works of 
contemporary Chinese literature.

Ba Jin is the pen name of Li Yaotang, one of the most important 
and widely read 20th-century Chinese writers. He is the author of 
Destruction, Living Amongst Heroes, the Love trilogy, Random 
Thoughts, and the Turbulent Stream trilogy, among many other 
works. Eulàlia Jardí is a translator who primarily translates from 
Chinese to Catalan.
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La quinta esquina
The Fifth Corner of the Room, translated from the Russian

Izraíl Métter

“Casts a searing light onto the shadowy past of what was once 
the Soviet Union, while at the same time telling a transcendent 
story of human fate.”   —New York Times,  
 on the English-language edition

Boria, the narrator of this lovely novel, is a superfluous man fated 
to play a marginal role in Soviet Russian society. The son of a 
small Jewish businessman, his petit bourgeois origins prevent 
him access to the university world in which he believes he has 
found his calling. This means he must educate himself and resign 
himself to teaching in second-class institutions. In a fragmentary 
way, the sensitive Boria recalls his tumultuous life: the death of 
his father; his first attempts to earn a living teaching private les-
sons; living in different cities, including Kharkiv, Leningrad, and 
Rostov; and, above all, his love for the beautiful Katia, a para-
digm of feminine unpredictability. Through these fragments, the 
narrator forms an emotional yet insightful portrait of daily life in 
Soviet Russia, a world dominated by collective values that tend to 
crush any glimmer of humanity. The author infuses biographical 
elements into the novel, which he finished writing in the 1960s 
but could not publish until 1989. The book established Métter as 
one of the most prominent Soviet authors of the era.

Izraíl Métter was a Ukrainian mathematics professor who began 
to write antifascist texts during World War II. He later wrote 
scripts for the well-known comic book author Arkadi Raikin. 
He is the author of more than 20 novels, plays, and screenplays. 
Mercedes Monmany is a renowned Spanish literary critic and the 
author of Don Quijote en los Cárpatos and Vidas de mujer. Selma 
Ancira is a translator of Russian and Greek literature. She has 
translated, among other authors, Pushkin, Dostoievski, and Bunin.
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30 cuentos y medio
Cuentos para adultos
30 and a Half Stories

Emilio Aragón “Miliki”

• Part of the Colección novela enriquecida, which includes Hilvando  
  el destino, Weaving Destiny (9788497007436)

Magic, fantasy, life lessons, emotions, and something of an auto-
biography take turns in this posthumous publication of stories 
by Miliki the clown, Emilio Aragón. This multimedia set contains 
a printed book and a USB drive with audiobook narration by 
Rita Irasema, Aragón’s daughter, as well as his nephew and niece 
Manuel Feijó and Virginia Rodríguez. The set also includes a 
biography, a photo gallery, and interviews with Aragón’s family 
members.

Emilio Aragón “Miliki” was a Spanish clown, actor, singer, 
musician, producer, director, screenwriter, and pioneer of televi-
sion. He was a member of the Aragón family of artists, and in 
1949 he and his brothers Gabriel “Gaby” and Alfonso “Fofó” 
signed a contract with Cuba’s Union Radio Television, the first 
Spanish-language station. He is the recipient of 64 internation-
al awards, including two Latin Grammys. Rita Irasema is the 
daughter of Emilio Aragón. Manuel Feijó is his nephew, and 
Virginia Rodríguez is his niece.
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Primera guía del buscador  
de setas
The Mushroom Fan’s First Guide

Ramon Pascual

Directed specifically at beginners, this guide to mushrooms 
provides aspiring cultivators with a path into the wonderful 
world of fungus. This innovative book teaches how to create 
and maintain the best and most varied harvests without running 
unnecessary risks. Enjoy mushrooms more and more as you learn 
all about them.

Ramon Pascual is an award-winning author and the cofounder of 
the Catalan Society of Mycology, for which he previously served 
as president.
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El detective ecológico
Reflexiones sobre historia natural
The Ecological Detective

Alejandro Martínez Abraín

The culmination of six years of research, this book compiles 
articles published by scholar and conservationist Alejandro 
Martínez Abraín in Quercus magazine from 2008 to 2013. The 
essays include analyses of ecological and evolutionary processes 
that functionally support nature, including human activity, and 
clues to the workings of our biosphere, which is a common theme 
addressed in the UK, Australia, and the United States but not in 
other parts of the world. Although this book is written with ex-
actitude, it is accessible to any reader and includes examples that 
anyone can understand. The reading won’t leave you unaffected 
about nature—or our own human nature.

Alejandro Martínez Abraín is a professor of ecology and biology 
of conservation at Coruña University in Spain. He is the coauthor 
of numerous articles for scholarly publications including Animal 
Biodiversity and Conservation, Animal Conservation, Basic and 
Applied Ecology, Biological Conservation, Environmental Con-
servation, and the Journal of Applied Ecology. Carlos M. Herrera 
is a professor of research at the Superior Council of Scientific 
Research in Spain. He is the author of Multiplicity in Unity: 
Plant Subindividual Variation and Interactions with Animals 
and the coeditor of Plant-Animal Interactions: An Evolutionary 
Approach.
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Natural historia
Cincuenta divagaciones sobre naturaleza  
e historia, no necesariamente en ese orden
Natural History

Santos Casado 
Prologue by Rafael Serra

What does Alfonso XIII’s wife have to do with Gredos goats? 
And Pope Leo X with Indian rhinoceros? Where does the term 
“environment” originate? And the word “biodiversity”? What 
relationship is there between German spies and malacology? And 
between the steel industry and paleontology? All these and many 
other questions are answered in the pages of Natural historia. 
Conceived as a free space for historic reflection on natural scienc-
es and nature itself, the content of this book has been previously 
published in Quercus magazine bit by bit. This volume compiles 
a selection of 50 entries whose variety offers a little bit of every-
thing, sure to interest anyone curious about the natural world 
around us and about the relationships that humans have been 
piecing together throughout history.

Santos Casado is an associate professor of ecology at Autony-
mous University in Madrid and works for the Fernando González 
Bernáldez Foundation. He writes monthly for the natural history 
section of Quercus magazine and is the author of La escritura de 
la naturaleza, La ciencia en el campo, Naturaleza patria, and Los 
primeros pasos de la ecología en España. Rafael Serra is a regular 
contributor to Quercus magazine. His essay “El comportamiento 
animal en Quercus” appears in the book Estudios sobre compor-
tamiento animal: XXV años de la Sociedad Española de Etología 
(1984–2009).
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Expedición a  
los mundos perdidos
Expedition to the Lost Worlds

Juan Jesús Vallejo

This book captures the most stunning studies, the difficulties, the 
dangers, and the experiences during a 10-year period of travel 
and expeditions. Author Juan Jesús Vallejo journeys across five 
continents, giving us a glimpse into the pyramids in Peru that are 
older than the Egyptian pyramids; the first human temples with 
more than 10,000 years of history, discovered in the dusty fields 
of Kurdistan; and the largest and most puzzling painted rocks on 
the planet, in nearly unexplored areas of the Sahara. An endless 
stream of riddles, anecdotes, and facts, this book demonstrates 
that the world in which we live is a fascinating, magical puzzle 
that still offers a multitude of surprises.

Juan Jesús Vallejo is a journalist, a screenwriter, a filmmaker, 
and a former writer for the magazines Año Cero, Enigmas, and 
Karma 7. He appears on the show Cuarto Milenio every Sunday 
as a reporter.
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Y ahora . . . ¡¿qué hago?!
Cambiando la adversidad en bienestar emocional
And Now . . . What Do I Do?!: Turning Adversity  
into Emotional Well-Being

Lorna Santín

It’s true that human beings as a species are equipped with a 
brain that allows us to think and carry out a series of complex 
functions. Thanks to our gray matter, we are able to make use 
of superior faculties such as intelligence, willpower, freedom, 
and consciousness, among others. However, if reasoning is a 
quality that distinguishes us, why don’t we put it at the service 
of our happiness? Our actions affect others, and as much as we 
take responsibility for our personal mental health, we act for the 
benefit of others, always searching for a better quality of life and 
a healthy life that’s worth living. This book provides basic infor-
mation about mental health as well as common disorders, and it 
offers suggestions on how to create a healthy environment, how 
to prevent or minimize the risk of illness, and how to recognize 
specific signals that could indicate impending sickness.

Lorna Santín is a psychologist and an educator at conferences 
and workshops. She has appeared on radio and television shows 
speaking about self-esteem, values, emotional intelligence, sex ed-
ucation, leadership, and other topics. She is the author of Cómo 
educar a jóvenes para el éxito and Cómo educar a sus hijos para 
la libertad.
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Cómo consultar el Mo tibetano
El oráculo tántrico de los Himalayas
How to Consult the Tibetan Mo: The Tantric Oracle  
of the Himalayas

Ignacio González Janzen

In this unique work, philosopher, writer, and psychotherapist 
Ignacio González Janzen generously shares the knowledge he  
acquired in Tibet, specifically that relating to consulting Mo, 
one of the oldest Eastern oracles in existence today. For anyone 
interested in knowing about family, projects, friendships, enemies, 
travel, health, work, evil spirits, the deceased, and other topics 
in order to make an important decision for the future, this book 
presents a complete description of the mysterious divination and 
the esoteric ritual of consulting it, along with the 36 mantric 
answers of the Mo, full of thousand-year-old wisdom.

Ignacio González Janzen is a writer, an award-winning journalist, 
a psychotherapist, and an expert in Eastern philosophy, Bud-
dhism, and Tantra. He is the author of Tantra para parejas.
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Neurociencia de la felicidad
Guía práctica para una vida plena
Neuroscience of Happiness: A Practical Guide for a Full Life

Mado Martínez

There exists a combination of sciences that helps us be happier. 
How can we measure this feeling objectively, and how can we 
manage certain resources to maintain this happiness? Scientific 
researcher Mado Martínez shares the path of her own search for 
happiness in this book, through interviews with other scientists. 
Why are we happier to spend other people’s money? Who is the 
happiest man in the world? Up to what point is positive thought 
effective? What does research reveal about the placebo effect? 
Are there scientific formulas to test for happiness? These and 
many other questions are answered—sometimes with surprising 
results—in Neurociencia de la felicidad, a book that pushes read-
ers to question themselves and to participate in an active quest to 
discover their own happiness.

Mado Martínez is the editor in chief of the international scientific 
Ispectrum Magazine, a member of the board for the Women’s 
Studies Center, and the president of the Unesco Alicante Center. 
She is the author of La guardiana, La maldición, El misterio de 
Nicole Delacroix, La santa, Secretos compartidos, and the poetry 
collection El delirio de las nubes.
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El lado oculto del TDAH  
en la edad adulta
Una propuesta inclusiva desde lo profesional  
y la experiencia
The Hidden Side of ADHD in Adulthood: An Inclusive Proposal 
from Professionals and the Afflicted

Edited by J. Francisco Guerrero López,  
María Báscones Márquez, and Rafael Pérez Galán

Three of the most prestigious international attention deficit/hy-
peractivity disorder (ADHD) experts offer a series of testimonials 
full of sensitivity and creativity, written by adults with ADHD. 
This reference helps others understand ADHD from a positive 
perspective, presenting detailed analyses of how the disorder, if 
not properly treated, can affect the afflicted in a negative manner 
for the rest of their lives, aggravating the risk of comorbidity that 
can come with this affliction. ADHD can prevent people from 
enjoying decent, full, quality lives within a society that doesn’t 
always understand them or their disorder—but it doesn’t have 
to. This guide was conceived by professionals for those who have 
ADHD, family members of ADHD sufferers, university students, 
and the general public who may be curious, or concerned, about 
ADHD and want to know more about how they can contribute 
positively to enrich society.

J. Francisco Guerrero López is profesor of education at the Uni-
versity of Malaga and the author of Creatividad, ingenio e hiper-
concentración. María Báscones Márquez is a psychologist and a 
writer. Rafael Pérez Galán is profesor of education at the Univer-
sity of Malaga and the author of Las conductas hiperactivas en 
el colegio a través de los diarios de campo, Educación especial, 
atención a la diversidad y LOCE, and La pizarra mágica.
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El hombre autorrealizado
Hacia una psicología del Ser
A translation of Toward a Psychology of Being (9781614270676)

Abraham H. Maslow

Maslow’s thesis is that humans only move toward self-realization 
once their basic needs such as food, clothing, and shelter have 
been met. He contradicts the psychology of adaptation to the en-
vironment with a dynamic explanation that man is only healthy 
once he fulfills himself creatively. He calls this new creative 
expression “peak experiences,” which are privileged moments in 
which one is carried beyond himself through aesthetics, intellect, 
or religion.

Abraham H. Maslow outlined revolutionary ideas that helped es-
tablish a new way to look at psychology and laid the foundation 
for marketing, motivation, self-fulfillment, transpersonal psychol-
ogy, and new trends in business management.
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Relaciones poderosas
Vivir y convivir ver y ser vistos
Powerful Relationships: Living and Coexisting,  
to See and Be Seen

Joan Quintana Fons and Arnoldo Cisternas Chávez

Helping people better understand the basis on which they build 
relationships, this book makes them recognize and improve the 
quality of their ties. It forces readers to reflect on their own histo-
ry, making the connection between what they feel and how they 
make others feel. Relaciones poderosos is based on the premise 
that strong personalities form powerful relationships, which 
carries over to strong teams—the fundamentals behind powerful 
communities and organizations.

Joan Quintana Fons and Arnoldo Cisternas Chávez are psy-
chologists and codirectors of the Relational Institute. They have 
developed the Transformation Relational Model (TRM), which 
is based on the practice of Relational Coaching and the develop-
ments made at the Relational Institute.

PSYCHOLOGY, 168 PAGES, 5 X 8 
4 COLOR ILLUSTRATIONS 
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95) 
ISBN: 9788499883403 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  NOVEMBER
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Francesco: El maestro del amor
Francesco: The Master of Love

Yohana García

Francesco returns to infuse us with breath when life appears to be 
meaningless. In the fourth installment of the blockbuster franchise 
that has transformed the lives of thousands of readers, Francesco is 
back with a renewed vigor: to become the master of love. His mis-
sion is to descend to earth and show those suffering how to fix their 
problems without them being aware of his presence. Throughout 
this book, Francesco is a part of the tangling and misunderstandings 
between two souls as they argue about his presence, all the while he 
stands by their sides.

Yohana García is a writer, a lecturer, a therapist, and an interna-
tional trainer in the neurolinguistic program at Southern Institute of 
NLP. She is the author of Francesco: El llamado, Francesco decide 
volver a nacer, Francesco: Una vida entre el cielo y la tierra, and 
Salvemos al amor.

RELIGION & THEOLOGY, 224 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786077353935 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/OCEANO  OCTOBER

Also available:

Francesco: Una vida 
entre el cielo y la tierra
9786074005776
$14.95 (CAN $17.00)

Francesco decide  
volver a nacer
9786074005783
$14.95 (CAN $17.00)

Francesco: El llamado
9786074005790
$14.95 (CAN $17.00)



Altar Vacio
Un libro ilustrado para debatir sobre la falta  
de curas
Also available in English as Empty Altar: An Illustrated Book to 
Help Talk about the Lack of Parish Priests (9780824520793)

Fritz Lobinger

• Co-op available

This book makes a prophetic proposal, respectful of church 
teaching, that addresses the growing deficiency of priests in the 
Catholic church. Based on sound theology and firsthand experi-
ence, this book is presented in an illustrated and easily digestible 
form and was written by an author with decades of experience 
who has studied the situation as a theologian and developed 
realistic solutions as a pastor and bishop.

Fritz Lobinger is a priest, a missionary, and a theologian. He is 
the author of Like His Brothers and Sisters.

RELIGION & THEOLOGY, 176 PAGES, 8.5 X 5.5 
56 B/W ILLUSTRATIONS, 1 MAP 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $23.95) 
ISBN: 9780824520809 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El Buda entra en un bar
A translation of The Buddha Walks into a Bar . . . 
(9781590309377)

Lodro Rinzler

El Buda entra en un bar is an intelligent, practical, and sensi-
ble teaching of Tibetan Buddhism, which offers the reader the 
opportunity to reflect on life. The author presents, in a direct and 
casual tone, the Buddhist teachings, with the intention that the 
reader would then apply it to their daily life. The book explores 
the four dignities of Shambhala and offers advice, practice, and 
simple teachings that will help the reader better synchronize with 
their own moral compass.

Lodro Rinzler teaches at the New York Shambhala Meditation 
Center and has an advice column in the Huffington Post and the 
Good Men Project. He is the director of the Institute for Com-
passionate Leadership in New York and the author of Camina 
como un Buda. He lives in New York City.

RELIGION, 320 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $33.95) 
ISBN: 9788499882314 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  NOVEMBER



Yo decreto
I Decree

Saint Germain, through his channeler, Akari Berganzo, presents 
to readers decrees for steering life toward achieving freedom, 
spirituality, physical and emotional well-being, and a general 
sense for living in the best way possible. The orders are divided 
into themes: love, abundance, balance, forgiveness, health, heal-
ing, and work, among others. Additionally, they are organized by 
different age groups, animals, and other specific cases. Readers 
interested in this topic will find this unique guide a fundamental 
resource for them.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 264 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $18.99 (CAN $22.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346621 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  DECEMBER
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Enseñanzas de Saint Germain series
Teachings of Saint Germain series
Akari Berganzo

Akari Berganzo works at Prosperidad y Armonía Integral in Mexico and channels Saint Germain. She is the author of Curso autodidac-
ta, Decretando con Saint Germain, Yo puedo ser un maestro ascendido con las enseñanzas de Saint Germain, and Violetas de amor.

Usando los cristales
Aprende a programarlos, cuidarlos  
y aprovecharlos para tu sanación
Using Crystals: Learn How to Set Them Up, Care for Them,  
and Make Use of Them for Healing

Through his channeler, Akari Berganzo, Saint Germain introduces 
readers to an important, practical guide to different crystals and 
their usefulness for certain purposes: love, protection, strength, 
health, relaxation, healing, work, spiritual development, energy, 
conflict resolution, emotional cleansing, and many more. Learn 
how to choose the right crystals, understand how each one helps, 
and preserve and care for them. Discover which ones are most 
appropriate according to age group, color, and purpose. The 
book and the accompanying CD delve into the messages that 
the crystals send to humanity, present exercises and meditations, 
show how to take advantage of nature’s wise elements, and famil-
iarize readers with their beautiful legends.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 252 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
INCLUDES CD 
TRADE PAPER, $16.99 (CAN $19.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346638 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  FEBRUARY



Meditación para gente ocupada
Consejos para acabar con el estrés
A translation of Meditation for Busy People (9781938755811)

Osho

Since so few people find it easy to sit and relax, Meditación para 
gente ocupada is designed to help those who find this to be chal-
lenging. Osho provides plenty of tips and formulas of meditation 
to be incorporated into everyday life. Even the commute to work 
can become an exercise in focus with the distraction of noise 
from outside. The objective of these techniques is to teach readers 
to be able to find tranquility in the midst of hectic daily lives. By 
following his simple tips, readers can learn to reduce stress, min-
imize chronic stress, relax, and learn to better manage conflicts 
and relationships.

Osho is famous for his new approach to meditation that ac-
knowledges the accelerated pace of contemporary life. He is the 
author many books, including Courage, Freedom, Joy, Osho on 
Zen, and Yoga: The Science of the Soul. 

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 192 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95) 
ISBN: 9788499884189 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  DECEMBER
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Susurrar a la mente
Un mapa para liberarnos de los hábitos  
autodestructivos
A translation of Mind Whispering (9780062130884)

Tara Bennett-Goleman

In this intelligent and evocative work, well-known author Tara 
Bennet-Goleman proposes new ways to emancipate ourselves 
from the self-destructive habits and find a genuine emotional 
freedom. Combining the latest findings of cognitive psychology, 
neuroscience and Eastern philosophy, Tara Bennett-Goleman 
helps us free ourselves from the most problematic mental obsta-
cles so that we can identify emotional triggers and dysfunctional 
habits that operate in ourselves and in our relationships. With 
clarity and insight, Susurrar a la mente gives us the tools we need 
to begin to create new and positive patterns in our lives and 
environment. 

Tara Bennett-Goleman is the author of the New York Times 
bestseller Emotional Alchemy.  She has had a long career as a 
psychotherapist and has participated in many seminars on mind-
fulness and therapy with her husband, Daniel Goleman, author 
of Emotional Intelligence. She lives in Chicago.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 464 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $33.95) 
ISBN: 9788499884172 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  NOVEMBER



Meditación en la acción
A translation of Meditation in Action (9781590308769)

Chögyam Trungpa

This classic work continues to inspire both beginners and sea-
soned practitioners of Buddhist meditation. Chögyam Trungpa, 
one of the most prominent, contemporary Buddhist teachers, 
shows us that true meditation goes far beyond a passive practice 
confined to a particular position or time of day. The foundation 
of true meditation has to be located in dynamic existence, in real 
action. Only here is it possible to establish the foundations of 
compassion, consciousness, and creativity in all areas of life. Six 
activities associated with meditation are explained—generosity, 
patience, energy, clarity, and wisdom—to show that one can 
achieve the ability to see each situation clearly and be able to deal 
with it.

Chögyam Trungpa was a Buddhist meditation master, scholar, 
artist, and poet who created the Shambhala Training method and 
was the founder of Naropa University in Boulder, Colorado. He 
is the author of Sonríe al miedo and La verdad del sufrimiento.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 128 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $18.95 (CAN $22.95) 
ISBN: 9788499881942 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Tal como somos
Liberar la mente de los condicionamientos
A translation of As One Is: To Free the Mind from All  
Conditioning (9781890772628)

Jiddu Krishnamurti

In these eight speeches given by Krishnamurti in Ojai, California, 
in 1955—his message still remains as current and fresh as it was 
then—he shows that behind any violence there hides a series of 
habits, confusions, and beliefs. Krishnamurti questions this soci-
ety in which increasing productivity and scientific breakthroughs 
promise a happy future but does not provide it. At the same 
time, he invites the reader to reflect and think about whether the 
apparent progress is illusory or real. 

Jiddu Krishnamurti was a spiritual teacher and is the author 
of The Awakening Intelligence, Freedom from the Known, and 
Think on These Things.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 192 PAGES, 5 X 8 
TRADE PAPER, $21.95 (CAN $25.95) 
ISBN: 9788472457645 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL KAIROS  NOVEMBER



Rumbo a una vida mejor
Towards a Better Life

Jorge Bucay

In this practical manual, Jorge Bucay distinguishes the differences 
between simply passing through life as opposed to living it to 
the fullest. Self-confidence and staying true to ourselves and our 
values, aspirations, and our daily path are some of the stations 
Bucay passes through on the way to achieving the best version 
of ourselves. These pages are full of guidelines and tips that the 
author, with his peculiar yet well-known style, has known and 
experienced.

Jorge Bucay is a doctor and a psychotherapist. His books have 
been translated into more than 24 languages, and he has become 
one of the most influential thinkers of today’s society. He is the 
author of Amarse con los ojos abiertos, Cartas para Claudia, 
Cuentos para pensar, De la autoestima al egoísmo, De la ignoran-
cia a la sabiduría, and Hojas de ruta.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 168 PAGES, 5 X 7.75 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786077354949 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Aprender a vivir bien en la  
Tierra con el recetario de las  
medicinas del Universo
The Medicines of the Universe Handbook

Arlette Rothhirsch

Teachings transmitted through the “medicines” of the universe by 
the guides with whom Arlette Rothhirsch is constantly in contact 
are shared here in this book. These medicines, which are actually 
virtues, are said to heal different illnesses, including cardiovas-
cular, respiratory, cerebral, ENT, intestinal, motor, and derma-
tological conditions. In the first section of the book, Rothhirsch 
presents descriptions of numerous illnesses and classifies them 
according to their characteristics. The second section offers the 
most appropriate virtue to heal each illness: Love (excellence), 
Happiness (antibiotic), Hope (painkiller), Faith (purifier), Truth 
(sedative), Strength (vitimins and minerals), and Harmony (inclu-
sion). Through practical “prescriptions,” effective, authentic, and 
fast-acting solutions can be used to combat illnesses. The author 
provides connections between each “medicine” with music, 
painting, literature, film, and theater and teaches how to heal and 
increase these virtues within. At the end of each section are two 
thought-provoking questions to stimulate readers.

Arlette Rothhirsch is a former surgeon and a practitioner of ener-
gy healing. She is the author of Aprender a vivir bien en la Tierra 
con la magia del número 7, Mensajes al corazón, La respuesta del 
Universo, and Sanando cuerpo y espíritu.

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT, 156 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.25 
TRADE PAPER, $15.99 (CAN $18.99) 
ISBN: 9786079346768 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

EDITORIAL PAX MEXICO  DECEMBER



Shakey
La biografía de Neil Young
A translation of Shakey: Neil Young’s Biography 
(9780099443582)

Jimmy McDonough

“A mammoth portrait of the artist and lively exhumation of rock 
’n’ roll history.”   —New York Times,  
 on the English-language edition

• The English-language edition was a critically acclaimed New York  
  Times bestseller

Neil Young is one of the most important musicians in the history 
of rock. His prolific talent has produced more than 50 albums 
and 400 songs. Far from the customary hagiography that is music 
biographies, McDonough’s doesn’t just offer a cruel portrait 
of the Canadian musician, it also captures in an impassioned, 
intense way four decades of rock that shine in their own right, 
aside from Young—his friends, his collaborators, and as much 
the musicians of his generation as those who witnessed his talent. 
Shakey shares an intimate portrait of Young becoming more 
and more hermitlike, afflicted by frequent epileptic fits, slowly 
finding his voice, and eventually forming the band Crazy Horse. 
McDonough reveals the darkest parts of Young’s story: failed re-
lationships, his son’s struggle with cerebral palsy, and his frequent 
bouts of disappearing without warning or explanation. This in-
depth biography contends that Neil Young’s unpredictable work 
is some of the most original and daring music of all time.

Jimmy McDonough is the author of biographies of Russ Meyer 
and Andy Milligan and has written for publications including 
Variety and the Village Voice. He lives in Portland, Oregon. Elvira 
Asensi Monzó is a translator.

MUSIC, 944 PAGES, 6 X 9 
22 B/W PHOTOS 
TRADE PAPER, $31.95 (CAN $37.95) 
ISBN: 9788494216770 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA

CONTRA  JANUARY

La Historia del Rock and Roll 
en 10 Canciones
A translation of The History of Rock ’n’ Roll in Ten Songs 
(9780300187373)

Greil Marcus

“Marcus ingeniously retells the tale of rock and roll as the undu-
lating movement of one song through the decades, speaking anew 
in different settings .”   —Publishers Weekly, starred review,  
 on the English-language edition

In his latest book, Greil Marcus, arguably the most influential 
music critic of all time, offers his most impassioned and intense 
essay yet. Steering clear of official history—encyclopedia entries, 
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductions, classic success stories—
Marcus brings to the forefront 10 essential songs that, for their 
influence and how they have resonated throughout the decades, 
have surpassed a milestone of pop music. This book includes brief 
biographies of the songs’ writers and performers and captures the 
essence of each pop entry. Marcus’s particular history of rock in-
cludes “Shake Some Action” by the Flamin’ Groovies; “Transmis-
sion” by Joy Division; “All I Could Do Was Cry” by Etta James 
and, decades later, sung by Beyoncé; “This Magic Moment,” 
written by Doc Pomus and Mort Shuman and immortalized by 
Ben E. King and the Drifters; the experimental “Guitar Drag” by 
Christian Marclay; and “To Know Him Is to Love Him” by Phil 
Spector, which Amy Winehouse made her own nearly 50 years 
later. With his vibrant and beatnik-style spontaneous prose, Mar-
cus gives a new music history lesson that demonstrates why pop 
music holds such great significance in our culture.

Greil Marcus is an author, a music journalist, and a cultural critic 
whose work has been featured in publications such as Esquire, 
Interview, and the New York Times and on Salon.com. He lives 
in Berkeley, California.

MUSIC, 272 PAGES, 6 X 8.75 
TRADE PAPER, $24.95 (CAN $29.95) 
ISBN: 9788494216756 
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100 momentos estelares de la 
historia del Real Madrid
100 Amazing Moments in the History of Real Madrid

Antonio González Gil-García

• Part of the Cien x 100 series, which includes 100 enigmas que la  
  ciencia (todavía) no ha resuelto, 100 Mysteries That Science (Still)  
  Hasn’t Explained (9788415088677); 100 misterios sin resolver, 100  
  Unsolved Mysteries (9788416012060); 100 mitos de la ciencia,  
  100 Science Myths (9788415088226); 100 preguntas de física, 100  
  Physics Questions (9788415088684); and 100 preguntas sobre  
  sexo, 100 Questions about Sex (9788416012053)

Throughout its long, glorious career, Real Madrid has contrib-
uted to many of the most outstanding pages recorded in the 
history of soccer. Players and figures of legend, sublime goals, 
numerous trophies, and epic victories shape the identity of that 
which is undeniably the best soccer club in the world. This book 
is a compilation of and a commentary on the author’s chosen 100 
most important moments in the team’s history, a sincere gift to 
Madridistas and soccer fans everywhere.

Antonio González Gil-García is a journalist, a writer, and the 
director of communication at Madrid’s Clínica La Luz. He has 
worked for Europa Press and the newspaper Público. He is the 
author of 100 motivos para ser del Madrid (y no del Barça).

SOCCER,  208 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012282 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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El Milagro de Castel di Sangro
Un Cuento de Pasión y Locura en el Corazón  
de Italia
A translation of The Miracle of Castel di Sangro: A Tale of  
Passion and Folly in the Heart of Italy (9780767905992)

Joe McGinniss

“Rich in comic incidents, delightful characters, and dramatic 
surprises.”   —New York Times, on the English-language edition

During 1994’s World Cup in the United States, Joe McGinniss de-
velops a passion that changes his life forever, going against North 
America’s historical lack of interest in soccer as a whole. He 
discovers the intense emotions brought on by the sport and Italy’s 
“calcio,” succumbing to Roberto Baggio’s style, which impresses 
and fails spectacularly in equal parts during that particular World 
Cup. Soon after, now a full-blown soccer convert, McGinniss 
understands the achievements of an underdog team from Castel 
di Sangro, a town of fewer than 5,000 residents lost within the 
rural Abruzos of Italy. The courage, talent, and fearlessness of the 
young team, led by “bulldozer” Osvaldo Jaconi, brings the team 
from an amateur league to Series B of the professional league in a 
mere few years, marking a milestone in the history of soccer. Be-
cause McGinniss immortalizes that incredible feat, he decides to 
go to the small town to record the glory days of Castel di Sangro 
from 1996 and 1997. This book about that epic time period cap-
tures the passion of soccer like few other accounts—a fresh, mem-
orable history colored by happiness, devastation, mystery, crime, 
death, and all the drama that soccer in its purest state reveals.

Joe McGinniss was a bestselling nonfiction author who wrote 
for GQ, the Guardian, the New York Times, the Observer, and 
Sunday Telegraph. 
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TRADE PAPER, $27.95 (CAN $33.95) 
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42 kilómetros para 
amar el maratón
42 Kilometers to Love Marathons

Alfredo Varona

• Part of the Stadium series, which includes  
  Actitud Marc Márquez, Marc Márquez’s  
  Attitude (9788416012145) and Messi  
  (9788415088776)

A thrilling adventure from beginning to 
end, this tale of marathon runners is full of 
heart as well as intrigue. This book offers 
the most sincere in-depth analysis of the 
legendary marathon—all 42 kilometers of 
it—by showcasing 42 runners. Renowned 
athletes such as Antonio Serrano, Martín 
Fiz, and Fabián Roncero share their 
feelings about running and their struggles 
during a race, demonstrating the intense 
ambition required to participate in a 
marathon.

Alfredo Varona is a journalist and a sports 
writer. He is the author of Cronistas del 
tikitaka and Leo Messi: Volver a soñar 
and the coauthor of ¡Filipides existe!: Los 
secretos de la preparación de los marato-
nianos de élite.

RUNNING & JOGGING, 184 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012091 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Maratón de  
Nueva York
Guía práctica para el corredor
New York Marathon: A Practical Guide 
for Runners

Rafa Vega

• Part of the Stadium series

The New York Marathon is the race of 
long-distance races, the place of pilgrimage 
for many marathoners. In this guide, you 
will find everything you need to know to 
get yourself to the legendary finish line and 
conquer New York City. The book includes 
tips for getting a number, the best lodging 
spots, where to train while you’re in the 
city, a detailed analysis of the race, and 
how to celebrate after crossing the finish 
line. Throughout the pages, discover fun 
facts about the race that began in 1970. 
Read testimonials from runners who have 
participated and lived the experience of 
finishing in Central Park and learn about 
the legends of marathon running.

Rafa Vega is a journalist and a sports 
host on Canal Sur TV. He is an avid 
long-distance runner and the author of 
Efecto maratón and Manual para correr 
la maratón: ¡Sí se puede! Kathrine Switzer 
was the first woman to officially enter 
and run the all-male Boston Marathon, in 
1967. She is the winner of the 1974 New 
York Marathon.

RUNNING & JOGGING, 144 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9788416012336 
RIGHTS: US & CANADA
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Palabras con corazón
Words with Heart

María Eugenia Manrique

Chinese calligraphy is considered to be one 
of the oldest examples of abstract expres-
sion. Thus, we find it enigmatic and fasci-
nating. The characters represent symbols 
of an ancient heritage, belonging to a sys-
tem of writing that brings us closer to the 
origins of the world. One of the most sig-
nificant characters is heart. In four strokes, 
this rich conception of heart is beautifully 
reflected by the braided freestyle calligra-
phy of María Eugenia Manrique. Palabras 
con corazón ventures into both the world 
of emotions and intellect.

María Eugenia Manrique practices aro-
matherapy and teaches fine arts. She is the 
coauthor of Cómo estimular al bebé.
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A todos los monstruos  
les da miedo la oscuridad
Michael Escoffier and Kris Di Giacomo

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
30 PAGES, 9.25 X 10 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.00 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788492750870

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

La natividad
Géraldine Eschner

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
28 PAGES, 8.5 X 11.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$13.00 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788416126057

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Bigú
Alexis Deacon

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
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HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.00 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788496629912

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

¡Canta, ruiseñor, canta!
Francoise De Guibert 
Illustrations by Chiaki Miyamoto 
Music by Daniel Goyone

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
INCLUDES AUDIO CD 
48 PAGES, 7 X 9 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$17.95 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788496629394
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Encender la noche
Ray Bradbury and Noemí Villamuza

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
50 PAGES, 9 X 11.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.00 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788416126156
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Adiós manoplas
Benjamin Chaud

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
40 PAGES, 8.5 X 13 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.95 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788492750443
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Kata gata y pico pi
Lucy Cousins

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES K–2 
24 PAGES, 10 X 10.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$13.95 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788492750818
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Zaza tiene un hermanito
Lucy Cousins

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
32 PAGES, 10 X 10.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$11.95 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788492750825

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Cuentos de amor alrededor  
del mundo
Muriel Bloch

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
48 PAGES, 10.5 X 10.5 
INCLUDES AUDIO CD 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$28.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788492750078

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

¿Quieres jugar conmigo?
Eric Battut 

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
32 PAGES, 10 X 9.25 
FOUR-COLOR INTERIOR 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.95 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788494176531

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Peter Pan (Pop-Up)
J. M. Barrie  
Illustrations by Robert Sabuda

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS  
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
6 PAGES, 8.25 X 10.25 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$32.95 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788496629943

EDITORIAL KOKINOS
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Pomelo es feliz
Ramona Bàdesku and Benjamin Chaud

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2, 94 PAGES, 6 X 8 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$13.00 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788488342836

EDITORIAL KOKINOS
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Elenita
Campbell Geeslin 
Illustrations by 

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
40 PAGES, 11.25 X 11.25 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.00 (NCR) 
ISBN: 9788488342942

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Inés del revés
Anita Jeram

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
24 PAGES, 9.25 X 10 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$13.00 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788488342386

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Adivina cuanto te quiero
Sam Mcbratney 
Illustrations by Anita Jeram

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
40 PAGES, 8.5 X 10 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$14.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788488342065

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Cenicienta
Kvéta Pacovská

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
32 PAGES, 9.5 X 11.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$17.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788492750481

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

La torre de zoe
Paul Rogers and Emma Rogers 
Illustrations by Robin Bell Corfield

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
32 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$13.00 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788488342010

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Niña luna
Leticia Ruifernandez

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
28 PAGES, 6 X 6.25 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$11.00 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788494105449

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

La línea blanca (o cómo mamá 
convenció a papá)
Hans Christian Schmidt 
and Andreas Német

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
28 PAGES, 9.5 X 7.75 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$11.00 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788492750337

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Una cocina tan grande como  
el mundo
Alain Serres

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
64 PAGES, 11.25 X 13.75 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$24.00 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788496629073

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Cinco sentidos
Hervé Tullet

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 5–7, GRADES K–2 
140 PAGES, 6.5 X 9 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$16.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788494105432

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

¿Que hace un cocodrilo  
por la noche?
Kathrin Kiss and Emilio Urberuaga

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
32 PAGES, 8 X 11.5 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$13.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788488342188

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

¿No duermes osito? Con DVD
Martin Waddell 
Illustrations by Barbara Firth

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 3–5, GRADES PRE-K–K 
40 PAGES, 8.5 X 10.5 
INCLUDES DVD 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$18.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788496629899

EDITORIAL KOKINOS

Las más bellas nanas de música 
clásica (Con CD)
Varios Autores

CHILDRENS: PICTURE BOOKS 
AGES 7–9, GRADES 2–4 
36 PAGES, 10.5 X 10.5 
INCLUDES AUDIO CD 
HARDCOVER PICTURE BOOK 
$27.95 (NCR)  
ISBN: 9788494176579

EDITORIAL KOKINOS



Un cuento triste no tan triste
Jorge Bucay

INSPIRATIONAL, 96 PAGES, 5.75 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $16.99) 
ISBN: 9786077352044

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Enamórate de ti
Walter Riso

INSPIRATIONAL, 128 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $15.95 (CAN $18.95) 
ISBN: 9786074007374

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

El camino de la  
autodependencia
Jorge Bucay

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT 
168 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786074003659

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO 

Usa tu cerebro para rejuvenecer
Daniel G. Amen

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT 
384 PAGES, 6.25 X 9.25 
TRADE PAPER, $20.95 (CAN $24.99) 
ISBN: 9786077352228

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

México
Diana Kennedy

COOKING, 464 PAGES, 8 X 13 
TRADE PAPER, $33.95 (CAN $39.95) 
ISBN: 9786077351252

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

La fila india
Antonio Ortuño

FICTION/SPANISH: GENERAL 
232 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786077350347

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

El camino de las lágrimas
Jorge Bucay

SELF-HELP, 248 PAGES, 5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786074004281

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO     

El camino de la felicidad
Jorge Bucay

INSPIRATIONAL, 200 PAGES, 5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786074004298

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO     

Operación Monumento
Robert M. Edsel and Bret Witter

HISTORY, 516 PAGES, 6.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $19.95 (CAN $22.95) 
ISBN: 9786077351979

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

El único e incomparable Iván
Katherine Applegate

CHILDRENS: FICTION 
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
324 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786077350620

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Ángeles caídos
Susan Ee

FICTION/SPANISH: YOUNG ADULT 
AGES 12 & UP, GRADES 7 & UP 
368 PAGES, 5.5 X 8.5 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.95) 
ISBN: 9786077350842

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     
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La ley 50
Robert Greene and Curtis James Jackson

SELF-HELP, 244 PAGES, 5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786074009750

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     
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El camino del encuentro
Jorge Bucay

SELF-HELP, 296 PAGES, 5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786074003666

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO

Flora y Ulises
Kate DiCamillo 
Illustrations by K. G. Campbell

CHILDRENS: FICTION 
AGES 9–12, GRADES 4–7 
240 PAGES, 5.75 X 8.75 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786077354123

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO

Los límites del amor
Walter Riso

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS 
164 PAGES,6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER,$15.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786074006636

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Manual para no morir de amor
Walter Riso

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS  
216 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $16.95 (CAN $19.45) 
ISBN: 9786074007350

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Francesco: El llamado
Yohana García

BODY/MIND/SPIRIT,, 192 PAGES,6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $14.95 (CAN $17.00) 
ISBN: 9786074005790

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Cuentos para pensar
Jorge Bucay

SELF-HELP, 188 PAGES, 5 X 7.5 
TRADE PAPER, $9.95 (CAN $11.95) 
ISBN: 9786074006391

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Amarse con los ojos abiertos
Jorge Bucay and Silvia Salinas

FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS 
260 PAGES, 5.5 X 9 
TRADE PAPER,$18.95 (CAN $22.00) 
ISBN: 9786074001693

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Amores altamente peligrosos
Walter Riso

SELF-HELP, 228 PAGES,6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER, $17.95 (CAN $20.95) 
ISBN: 9786074006650

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Sabiduría emocional
Walter Riso  

SELF-HELP, 120 PAGES, 6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER,$15.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786074007381

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Pensar bien, sentirse bien
Walter Riso

SELF-HELP 192 PAGES,6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER,$15.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786074006629

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Desapegarse sin anestesia
Walter Riso

SELF-HELP 192 PAGES,6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER,$16.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786074008470

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     

Cuestión de dignidad
Walter Riso

SELF-HELP 156 PAGES,6 X 9 
TRADE PAPER,$15.95 (CAN $19.95) 
ISBN: 9786074007343

EDITORIAL OCEANO DE MEXICO/
OCEANO     
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No es invisible, 19
No tan rápido, 29
Números, 2
Operación Monumento, 62
Óscar y los gatos lunares, 13
Palabras con corazón, 59
Parejas ¿parejas?, 37
Peludo, El, 9
Pensar bien, sentirse bien, 63

Buda entra en un bar, El, 52
Bullying, 22
Calma bebé suavemente, 1
¡Camarero, este café está frío!, 33
camino al lago Desierto, El, 40
camino de la autodependencia, El, 62
camino de la felicidad, El, 62
camino de las lágrimas, El, 62
camino del encuentro, El, 63
¡Canta, ruiseñor, canta!, 60
Caperucita Roja, 5
Carlomagno, 20
Cenicienta, 61
Cinco sentidos, 61
Colores, 2
Cómo consultar el Mo tibetano, 48
Cómo fracasé en la vida, 13
Conejo de Pascua y su ejército en  
  el centro de la Tierra, 18
Cosas de casa, 3
Cuadrilátero de libros series, 33, 34, 36
Cuentos de amor alrededor del  
  mundo, 60
Cuentos para pensar, 63
Cuestión de dignidad, 63
deber, El, 40
desaparición del paisaje, La, 41
Desapegarse sin anestesia, 63 
detective ecológico, El, 46
Diabetes mellitus (Span.), 36
Diabetes Mellitus (Eng.), 36
Disciplina con amor en el aula, 31
Disciplina con amor para abuelos, 30
Disciplina con amor para  
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Disciplina con amor series, 30, 31
Disciplina con amor tu  
  temperamento, 31
Disciplina con amor tus emociones, 31
Disciplina con amor, 31
dragón, El, 9
Elenita, 61
¿En qué mundo vives? 
Enamórate de ti, 62
Encender la noche, 60
Enseñanzas de Saint Germain series, 53
¡Esto es mío!, 12
Estos días azules . . ., 17
¿Estresado yo?, 32
EXIT series, 19
Expedición a los mundos perdidos, 47
¡ Experimenta ! series, 17
extraño libro de colorear, El, 10
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Familia, 44
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fila india, La, 62
Flora y Ulises, 63
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Francesco: El llamado, 51, 63
Francesco: El maestro del amor, 51
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¡Fuera pesadillas!, 12
Fuerzas especiales, 41
Gallvs avreorvm ovorvm, 43

Bambú, 12, 18, 19, 20
Big Kid Science, 14
blue manatee press, 1
Bull Publishing Company, 28, 36
Chicago Review Press, 29
Combel Editorial, 2–8, 10, 12, 15, 20
Contra, 57, 58
Crossroad Publishing Company,  
  The, 52
Ediciones Aljibe, S.L., 23, 45, 47, 49
Ediciones Oblicuas, Inc, 39
*Ediciones Rodeno, 16, 21, 46, 47
Editorial Impedimenta, 38
Editorial Kairos, 32, 35, 50, 52,  
  54, 55, 59
*Editorial Kokinos, 60, 61
Editorial Oceano de Mexico, 51,  
  56, 62, 63
Editorial Pax Mexico, 20, 22,  
  24–27, 30–32, 37, 42, 48, 53, 56
Editorial Periferica, 40, 41
Lectio Ediciones, 11, 16, 17, 33–35,  
  46, 58, 59
Libros del Asteroide 37, 44, 45
Thule Ediciones, 8–10, 13, 14, 17,  
  42, 43
*Indicates publishers new to IPG

10 ciudades y 1 sueño, 5
10 viajes y 1 sueño, 5
100 momentos estelares de la  
  historia del Real Madrid, 58
1989, 43
30 cuentos y medio, 45
42 kilómetros para amar el  
  maratón, 59
82 ojos y un deseo, 14

ABCDE
A todos los monstruos les da miedo  
  la oscuridad, 60 
Adiós manoplas, 60 
Adivina cuanto te quiero, 61 
Agus y los monstruos series, 15
¡Alehop!, 10
Altar Vacio, 52
Amanecer, nadie y tú, 39
Amarse con los ojos abiertos, 63 
Amores altamente peligrosos, 63 
Ángeles caídos, 62 
Aprender a vivir bien en la Tierra  
  con el recetario de las medicinas  
  del Universo, 56
Ashtanga yoga, 35
¡Auxilio! ¡Mi hijo no trae manual!, 24
aventura del castillo, La, 8
Bambú Vivencias series, 20
Bebés creativos, 27
Big Time: la gran vida de Perico  
  Vidal, 37
Bigú, 60 
Biografía joven series, 20
Black Soul, 19
Boudoir, El, 39
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